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SEVENTY-FOURTH
ANNUAL COMMENCEMENT
UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA
MISSOULA
SUNDAY, JUNE THE THIRTEENTH
NINETEEN HUNDRED AND SEVENTY-ONE
SCHEDULE OF EXERCISES
1:00 P.M. School of Business Administration
University Theater, Fine Arts Building
1:30 p.m. School of Law
Music Recital Hall, Music Building
2:00 p.m. College of Arts and Sciences
Five Valleys Room, University Center
2:30 P.M. School of Forestry
Cascade Room, Lodge
3:00 p.m. School of Education
University Theater, Fine Arts Building
3:30 p.m. School of Fine Arts
School of Journalism
School of Pharmacy
Music Recital Hall, Music Building
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
The students whose names are listed in this program are candidates for 
the degrees indicated. The appropriate degrees will be awarded to the 
candidates who have successfully completed all requirements by the 
date of Commencement.
Baccalaureate Degrees
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
The candidates will be presented by Richard A. Solberg, 
Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS
.Kalispell 
-Missoula
.Devils Lake, North Dakota 
------------- Rockford, Illinois
Helena
.Whitefish 
__Billings
ANTHROPOLOGY
Robert Bruce Allison_________
Linda Ann Andersen___________
With High Honors
2Margaret Louise
Haroldson Bloom___________
2Judith Lynne Boyer___________
RTzA Honors
Glenna Juline Christofferson
With Honors
James J. Dachwald____________
John Clarence Dibbern________
IF'zzA Honors
Robert N. Erickson_________________________________ Choteau
William Lee Greiner_________________________________ Helena
David Roy Holmes____________________________________ Shelby
Jeff M. Jaqua---------------------------------------------------- .Tiffin, Ohio
Linda D. Lodders--------------------------------- .Wheat Ridge, Colorado
With Honors (also major in Sociology, With Honors)
Julie Follansbee Mathews.
With High Honors
2Kristi A. Messing__________  
Eureka
Freeport, Illinois
‘Degree conferred August 14,1970
“Degree conferred December 19, 1970
’Degree conferred March 20, 1971
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Baccalaureate Degrees
ANTHROPOLOGY— (Continued )
Dennis Earl Miller_________________________________ Harlem
Rose Ellen Miller__________________________________ JMissoula
James Arthur Nave________________________________.Townsend
Robert Morris Nottingham_______________ Baltimore, Maryland
Honors (also major in History)
Roger Francis Novotne__________________________ Lewistown
8James Donald Podojil______________________Chesterland, Ohio
2Alan Christopher Roberts__________________________Missoula
Lyn Whitney Schweitzer__________________________ Great Falls
(Also major in Sociology)
Gary R. SlonAker_____________________________________Havre
With Honors
Jacob Joseph Wolf_________________________________ Missoula
BIOLOGY
Steven Anthony Carlson_______________ Overland Park, Kansas
Peter Gregory Graf________________________Dover, New Jersey
Lynn Alair Stip______________________________________ Sidney
8Larry Austin VanderLinden_______________ Rockville, Maryland
Rachel A. Vielleux______________________________ Fort Benton
With High Honors
BOTANY
8Nancy Beck Breuninger____________________________ Missoula
Honors
Jeffrey Thomas Renz__________________ Piscataway, New Jersey
Charles D. Tremblay_______________________________ Missoula
CHEMISTRY
Bill Joe Henderson_________________________________ Missoula
Ted B. Laine________________________________________ Missoula
IFi/A Honors
Otto D. Larsen_____________________________________Missoula
CLASSICS
Victoria Dianne Gordon___________________________ Missoula
(Also major in German)
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Baccalaureate Degrees
ECONOMICS
3Michael Allen Acuff____________________________ Stevensville
Steven C. Barkley___________________________________ Billings
With Honors
Steven Lee Barta_____________________________________Billings
With High Honors (also major in Political Science, With Honors)
Douglas Gardner Brownlee________________________ Hamilton
David L. Denning_________________________________ .Great Falls
John Charles Guidoni_________________________________ Butte
Alan Robert Keck__________________________________ Missoula
2John A. LAngen_____________________________________Glasgow
^William E. Larsen_________________________________ Missoula
Dan Hanscen Manaras_______________________________ Havre
2Patrick William Manley_________________________   Missoula
Bruce W. Moerer_____________________________________Billings
With Honors
2Karen Lou O’Connor_______________________________ Missoula
2Patrick Charles Ragen____________________________ Townsend
Peter Cornell Rogers____________________Excelsior, Minnesota
8Dennis A. Shoemaker_______________________Villa Park, Illinois
James Lindsay Tillotson______________________________ Helena
William W. Veazey_________________________________ Missoula
With Honors
David James Wing___________________________________  Butte
Robert R. Wood______________________________________Billings
ECONOMICS-POLITICAL SCIENCE
Robert C. Pyfer___________________________________East Helena
3James Arthur Joseph Spall________________________Great Falls
With Honors
ENGLISH
Jan L Albertson_________________________________ Great Falls
Linda Fern Anderson_______________________________Missoula
Thomas A. Arvidson________________________________ Bigfork
Linda Leigh Atkinson____________________ Baltimore, Maryland
Richard XAVIER Bailey____________ ._______ Cardiff, New Jersey
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Baccalaureate Degrees
ENGLISH— (Continued )
Pamela Ann Baldwin____________________________ Stevensville
With Honors
Barbara Ann Berg_________________________________ .Bozeman
(Also major in Philosophy)
Sharon K. Black___________________________________ Missoula
2Paul Gregory Blatch__________________San Francisco, California
1Sharon Lee Becker________ :___________________________ Sidney
1Jacqlin Cleatha Mowery Bradshaw__________________Billings
1R. Douglas Brown______________________ ____________ Bozeman
Honors
William S. Burriss-------------------------------------- Delmar, New York
Arthur K. Burt_________________________ New York, New York
Class of 1924
Victor A. Charlo___________________________________ Missoula
Second Major
Edward A. Childers_________________________________ Missoula
1Charlotte Marie Church_________________________ Great Falls
Lesley Jane Dunkle__________________________________Helena
(Also major in Education, With Honors)
Kathy Ann Eckroth_______________________  Butte
Toralee Nelson Elwood____________________________ Missoula
Richard Timothy Ferrell_________________Spokane, Washington
2Susan Ann Findlater______________________________ Miles City
2Susan Conaway Frantzick____________________________ Sidney
William Lynn Furstenau___________________ Norfolk, Nebraska
Bernard Joseph Gallagher, Jr------------------Spokane, Washington
Katherine Elizabeth Gibb___________________________ Billings
1Karen M. Beale Henderson-------------------Vancouver, Washington
xLinda Diane Hjelvik___________________    Butte
3Douglas C. Jacobson________________________________Kalispell
1F»;Z> Honors
xJill Janice Kauffman_______________________________ Missoula
JP7/A High Honors
2Sheila Kaye Keller________________________________ Missoula
TP'iiA Honors
Patricia Ann Kelly.___________________________________ Butte
High Honors
Bruce G. Kenison__________________________________Great Falls
(Also major in History)
8Glen E. Kilpatrick________________________________ Great Falls
Blythe Kitzmiller__________________________________ Missoula
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Baccalaureate Degrees
ENGLISH— (Continued)
Barbara Ann Latta___________________ Bismarck, North Dakota
William Harrison Lay____________________________Great Falls
Elizabeth B. Libbey________________________________ Missoula
Elizabeth Joan Lindell___________________ Arlington, Virginia
8William Clark McLaughlin, Jr-------------------------------------Butte
With Honors
Judy Ilene Marcure________
With Honors
Gem Renee Mercer________
IF77Z> Honors
Ahvrew S. Merwin__________
’Gloria Jean Messer________
1Helmut E. Meyer__________
Terry Jean Mosier_________
2Paula Louise Mullis_______
Alan Joseph Naslund______
Marjorie Ann Nelson_____
’Dolores Jean Ness_________
’Merle Lyn Nygard_________
(Also major in Education)
’Richard Berryman Ormsbee._.
’LaReita Lois Parker________
’Barbara Wix Pippin_______
Carol Lynne Riley________
1Kenneth James Ring_______
1Bruce D. Saladen, Jr.______
’Thomas Sanders____________
Stephanie Sawicki__________
Lita Rose Sharone_________
’John Marvin Skibsrud______
Jean Jorgensen Steele_____
Joyeuce A. Stephens_______
Daniel James Stimac_______
’Sharon Lynn Strobel Alex...
With Honors
Maureen Patricia Sullivan
’Dawson Swanberg_________
Guay Christine Tippett____
1 Allen R. Toftely__________
’Gerald Wayne Wagoner___
Coeur d’Alene, Idaho
Missoula
Port Washington, New York 
__________________ Billings 
_________ Ithaca, New York 
____________________ Malta 
__________________Missoula 
__________________ Chinook 
___________________ Helena 
__________________Missoula 
_________________Cut Bank
____________ Hamilton 
__________ Drummond 
_____________ Missoula 
_____________Kalispell 
_____ Rockford, Illinois 
____________ Hamilton 
____ ______ Philipsburg 
Cherry Hill, New Jersey 
___________Great Falls 
__________ Deer Lodge 
_____________ Missoula
.Auburn, Washington 
_________ Great Falls 
_________ Great Falls
__ Missoula 
Great Falls 
.Great Falls 
___ Helena
Eugene, Oregon
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Baccalaureate Degrees
ENGLISH— (Continued)
Jan Conley Waldrup________________________________Missoula
With Honors
Pamela F. Walters_________________________________ Missoula
Dale Thomas Waniata___________________________ .Great Falls
2Barbara Susan Cook White________________________ Billings
With Honors
Terri Polzin Wolfgram_____________ ___________ Columbia Falls
Linda Jean Zignego________________________________ Miles City
Linda L. Zimmerman_________________________________Missoula
FRENCH
Carol Joan Lockwood Atteberry____________________ Bozeman
1Lynne Marie Axley____________________________________ Havre
2Helen Lorraine Carlson_______________________________Valier
2Janet Lynn Driscoll_____________________  Missoula
Wanda Dianne Grande_____________________________ Missoula
With High Honors
8Penny Janet Hayes__________________________________ Missoula
(Also major in English)
Dana Louise Jones___________________________________ Billings
Carolyn Ann Ronchetto______________________________ Butte
IFi/A Honors
2Susan Teresa Volkel_______________________________ Missoula
With Honors
Laura Lee Willing__________________________________ Helena
IF'/VA Honors
GEOGRAPHY
Kennard Theodore Cummings______________________ Great Falk
3Joseph Ray Furshong______________________________ Anaconda
Lonnie Tillman Johnson---------East Rockingham, North Carolina
3James Benjamin Loosemore----------------------- Fruitport, Michigan
John Miroslav Lukes-------------------------------------- Vermilion, Ohio
Ronald Edward Normandeau_______________ __________ Polson
■’Carol Lee O’Neil------------------------------------------------- Fort Benton
Frederick Gustav Rohrbach_________________________ Missoula
2Thomas Slator Turner Smith__________________________ Butte
8Crawford Morrill Spens------------------------- Bellevue, Washington
H. Ray WAylett------------------------------------------------------ Hamilton
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Baccalaureate Degrees
GEOLOGY
Gregory Steven Akers_____
Brent Steven Bestram........ ..
Coran L. Blatter__________
With Honors
Stephen Don Brown..............
1John Thomas Cheney.______
2Bruce (Tohn A.) M. Dezort
With Honors
Warren Arnold Evenson....
John Risley Kirkaldie_____
Second Major
James M. Linne, Jr_________
8David Gerald Lobdell_____
1Lonnie W. Mollberg______
Falls Church, Virginia 
.Rochester, New York 
____________ Glasgow 
_________ Missoula 
____________Missoula 
___________Cut Bank 
_____________Bigfork 
____________ Missoula
-Billings 
Missoula 
Missoula
Rodney Dean Shepherd__________________________ . Chester
Douglas S. Wolfe________________________________ Lewistown
GERMAN
2Lynn Jeffries Allison____________________________Great Falls
With Honors
Kathryn Mariana Dawkins_______________________ Livingston
With Honors (also major in Education, With High Honors)
Sheila Lue Loendorf_________________________________ Billings
With Honors
2Gwendolyn Kay Merrill_____________________________ Belfry
With Honors
1Diane Elizabeth Nyre____________________________Great Falls
HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Karen Patricia Hey_____
Marliss Ann McKinnon_
With Honors
3Shirley Sharon Schlinker 
2Judith Ann Seidensticker..
Mary-Jo VanDemark_____
Lorin Roderick Wright.__
_____________ Kalispell
_____________ Missoula
________________Terry 
_______________ Dillon 
Huntington, New York 
______________ Billings
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Baccalaureate Degrees
HISTORY
2Charles Volney Bahr---------------------------------------------- Missoula
Gayle Banks________________________________________ Missoula
(Also major in Education) . ■
William Glenn Beedle, Jr__________________________ .Missoula
Dennis D. Bergstrom_____________________________ Sweet Grass
William L. BerlAND___________________________________ Conrad
xMichael James Brown__________________________________Terry
With Honors
2William H. Carrington----- .-------------- :-------------- --------- Missoula
Marybeth Toney Clark------------------------ -------------------- Missoula
8Diane Louise Colwell________________________ :---------Missoula
1Robert Patrick Corr----------------------------------------------------- Butte
3Everett Willis Curdy, Jr---- --------------------------------------- Corvallis
With Honors
3Nancy Tout Curry_________________________________Hamilton
3Robert Leonard Davis_______________________________ Missoula
Andrew Michael Dawkins___________________________ Missoula
2Jerome Gold_____________________________ Fullerton, California
Brett Foster Hardy_________________________________ Missoula
Rick W. Hohman____________________________________ Cut Bank
3Richard D. Hudak________________________________ Great Falls
2Dorothy Ann Johnson_______________________________ Laurel
Sharon Kay Johnson__________________________________ Sidney
With Honors
David M. Kalitowski______________________________ Livingston
Sigurd T. Lavold III_______________________________ Big Timber
Bradley Robert Lichtenheld_____________________Great Falls
John Robert Martin_________________________ Orlando, Florida
Michael T. Mozer________________________________ Great Falls
Honors
3William Allen Munoz_____________________________ Hamilton
IF'/zA Honors
^Charles A. Murray, Jr_____________________Potomac, Maryland
2Michael J. Ober______________________________ :______ ...Havre
Barbara Leona Otava_____________________ Duluth, Minnesota
IFi/A High Honors
Joseph Robert Potter_______________________________ Missoula
Kimberly Ann Rice________________________________Missoula
TFT/Z) Horaow (also major in Education, With Honors)
Douglas Bruce Robbins___________________________ Great Falls
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Baccalaureate Degrees
HISTORY— (Continued)
Leslie David Roth_________
8Philip Vincent Scarpino_
Edward Anthony Schmoll 
Daniel William Schneider 
3Linda Kay Long Schon____
With Honors
Anita Rae Schroeber_____
With Honors
1Frank Edward Spencer____
With Honors
1Pamela Lea Stair_________
With High Honors 
Stephanie D. Steinberger... 
Jeffrey Stevens___________
xAl Vukovich, Jr___________
2Robert Louis Wellems____
xRobert W. Williams______
_____________________Great Falls 
__________ Hampton, Connecticut 
_______________________Missoula 
____________________ Philipsburg 
__________ Williamsburg, Virginia
_________________________ Terry 
_________________ Medicine Lake 
_________.Vancouver, Washington 
________________________ Polson 
_______________________Missoula 
_______  Butte 
_____________________ Miles City 
_______ ___New York, New York
HISTORY-POLITICAL SCIENCE
2Thomas Wesley Adsem________________________________ Butte
Marvin Ernest Anderson, Jr______________________ .Cut Bank
Douglas R. Austin_____________________________Haven of Rest
With Honors
Robert A. Brito____________________________________ Missoula
xMichael Bernard Buzzard__________________________Missoula
2Richard A. Davis___________________________ ______ Great Falls
3Dennis Patrick Doherty______________________________ Butte
Dale G. Duff_____________________________________ Whitefish
2Dwight Lyndon Eck_______________  Missoula
Richard Wesley Eddy, Jr___________________________ Fort Shaw
With High Honors
David John Friend___________ _____________ _______Miles City
C David Gorton______________________  Billings
David Alfred Grauman______________________________ Norris
With Honors
Jack Green_________________________________________ Missoula
With Honors
Michael H. Grunow_______________________ Monroe, Michigan
2David Charles Gustafson________________________ Culbertson
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Baccalaureate Degrees
HISTORY-POLITICAL SCIENCE— (Continued)
’Janice B. Harbine_______
Judith Lynn Hendrickson 
With Honors
’Joe Randall Howry_____
3Linda Marie Johnson____
1Robert Edward Lousen.....
’Gary T. Lucht_______ ____
Robert A. Meldahl______
’Eddie Lee Miller__ _______
3Robert John Miller_____
Tom Minckler___________
George L. Onstad________
Catherine Ann Pahl____
Martin Gordon Palagi___
’M. Jolene Ramaker_____
Michael Collins Riley___
IP'i/A High Honors
John B. Rolando, Jr______
With Honors
3Marilyn J. Ryan________
3Lana R. Sapp____________
______________Kalispell 
______________ Florence
___________ Great Falls 
______________ Missoula 
_________________Butte 
____ _________ Missoula 
___________ Fairview 
_____________ Cut Bank 
_____________ Anaconda 
____________ Great_Falls 
Williston, North Dakota 
____________Great_Falls 
____________ Great_Falls 
..............................Choteau 
................................ Dillon
_________________ Butte
__________ Missoula 
_____________Havre
With High Honors
’Kemberly Stewart Dickson Sparrow________________ Missoula
With Honors
3Robert Keith Strong_____________________________ St. Ignatius
With Honors
Gregory Charles Taylor__________________________Wolf Point
2Carl F. Thompson__________________________________ Missoula
Richard Lawrence Unruh________________ Everett, Washington
Gwen Wallis--------------------------------------San Francisco, California
Stephen Henry White________________________________Billings
Honors
8James H. Wood___ ___________________________________Missoula
Charles Jarmin Yarger________________________________Circle
HOME ECONOMICS
Denise Adaire Booth________________________________ Missoula
Diane M. Edwards______________________________ Twin Bridges
With High Honors
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Baccalaureate Degrees
HOME ECONOMICS— (Continued)
xNANCY May Hom_________________________________________ Hamilton
Andreen Lee Hubble_______________________________Missoula
Honors
Barbara Anne Meredith------------------ Lethbridge, Alberta, Canada
Molly Mufich________________________________________ Butte
xMarian J. Nelson----------------------------------------------- Sitka, Alaska
Lois Ann Pile______________________________________ Corvallis
With Honors
3Laurel Marie Summerside______________________________ Libby
With Honors
Maureen Katherine Wankel______________________ Missoula
LATIN
’Victor A. Charlo___________________________________ Missoula
LIBERAL ARTS
2David L Ahlberg__________ ____ __________________Wolf Point
xDerald J. Anderson___________________________________ Butte
’Linda Ann Hughes_________________________________ Missoula
’Douglas M Iams____________________________________ Billings
’Robert Allen Jackson_______________________________Helena
With Honors
xBruce Allen Jenkins____________________________________ Missoula
Darrel J. Lerum--------------------------------------------------- Sweet Grass
Adele Jo McHugh----------------------------------------------------- Missoula
With Honors
Frank Maltese_______________________________________ Sidney
Kenneth Allen Marcure________________________________Missonk
With High Honors
xThomas Allen Meeker---------------------------------- Rantoul, Illinois
xDale Richard Mrkich____________________________Walkerville
Joseph N. Murphy----------------------------------------------------Hamilton
xWilliam John Perry-------------------------------------------------Missoula
1MlCHAEL Craig PREZEAU__________________________________ Missoula
xSidney Russell Rhinehart__________________________Missoula
’Carol I. Schmitt__________________________________ Great Falk
DUANE GREY SPETHMAN___________________________________Missoula
’Dale E. Thornton---------------------------------- Fern Creek, Kentucky
XCHARLES E. Wilber______________________________________ Missoula
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Baccalaureate Degrees
MATHEMATICS
John Robert Christensen _------------------------------------------ Hobson
(Also major in Political Science)
Ellis Wayne Hagen_________________________________ Westby
Margaret Mary Kavran------------------------------------------------ Butte
8Noreen Elizabeth Leary________________________________Butte
Patrick Joseph Mahon-------------------------------------------Great Falls
Diane Louise O’Neill-------------- :-------------------------------------- Butte
With High Honors
Janice Lee Pankratz________________________________ Glendive
3Ralph Eyre Paquin--------------------------------------------------- Missoula
3Tracy Richard Robertson____________________________ Somers
2Carol L. Russell____________________________________Missoula
Second Major
2Lawrence Gene Sperry._____________________________ Missoula
MICROBIOLOGY
1Kathryn Albert Boyce-------------------------------------------- .Missoula
Barbara BrAndel__________________________________Great Falls
IP'i/A High Honors
Sharon Mary Gillespie_____________________________ Missoula
Olaf Robert Hedstrom_________________________________Laurel
Lawrence Herman Judd---------------------------------------------- Billings
Karen Ann Olson-------------------------------------------------------Billings
Carol Smith Palagi_________________________ Kent, Washington
2Adin Frederick Smith________________ _____________ Livingston
Second Major
3Jerry Wayne Staples------------------------------------------------ Gildford
PHILOSOPHY
Dale A. Burk_________________________________________ Stryker
ll/zrZ? Honors
3Rand B. Cullen----- ---------------------------------------------------Missoula
With Honors
Karl HokAN Edwardson___________________________ Great Falls
Stanley Michael Finn_________________________________ Butte
Mark Donald Fryberger_____________________________ Billings
High Honors
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Baccalaureate Degrees
PHILOSOPHY— (Continued )
Ken C. Gerner______________________________________ Missoula
With Honors
8Erick Stephen Lassen_______________________________ Missoula
Daniel J. McMannis, Jr_____________________________ Missoula
Herman Mohland.__________________________________Missoula
(Also major in Political Science)
Patricia Jean Nordby_____________________________ Great Falls
James Richard Parker_______________________________Billings
Dennis Kenneth Wolverton_______________________ Missoula
With High Honors
PHYSICAL SCIENCES
(Also major in Geography)
PHYSICS
Michael Dale O’Conner____________________________Missoula
With Honors
2Stephen B. Thelen________________________St. Cloud, Minnesota
POLITICAL SCIENCE
Fay Susan Allderdice_____________________________Big Sandy
Karen Sue Anderson_________________________________ Helena
2Brian R. Armitage_____________________________________ Ennis
George B. Best, Jr.__________________________________ Missoula
C. Lance Bourquin___________________________________ Helena
Robert Darrell Drew_________________________________ Butte
’John Philip Duncan_______________________________ .Missoula
2Daniel Kent Eanes______________________________ Miles City
Raymond Edward Anthony Gallus____________________ Havre
1Linda Mae Gillam--------------------------------------------------- Bozeman
2Bradford Craig Greene_____________________________ Missoula
A. Bradley Hertz----------------------------------- Falls Church, Virginia
CHARLES L. HORNSTEIN____________________________________ Missoula
H. David Hunt.--------------------------------------------------- Missoula
With High Honors
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Baccalaureate Degrees
POLITICAL SCIENCE—(Continued)
Eugene G. Jaehn_____________
Patrick John Jones_________
Winton George Kemmis, Jr. ... 
(Also major in History)
XF. Matanda Minja__________
Peter Joseph Mullins______
Steve Michael Munson______
Roger Lee Nielson__ ___ __
C. Bryant Reber____________
Ronald M. Ronish___________
Tom Scribner_______________
With High Honors
Kathryn Ann Simpson______
Mark Charles Staples______
Lee J. Tickell________________
3Herbert Yuji Ushiroda, Jr___
3James H. Veitch_____________
David E. Wanzenried________
ITT7A Honors
Warren Abbott Weed, Jr____
Robert J. Wood_____________
Chris R. Zeitner, Jr_________
... Rapid City, South Dakota
   .Bigfork 
 Lakewood, California 
 Moshi,_Tanzania 
.. . San_Francisco, California
___________________ .Libby 
____________Ronan 
__________________ Helena 
_______________ Lewistown 
________Ascutney,_Vermont
_________________ Kalispell 
____________________ Butte 
_______________ Great Falls 
.. Kealakekua, Kona, Hawaii 
_____ Lisbon, North Dakota 
_________ Twin Falls, Idaho
____ Danvers, Massachusetts 
_________________ Missoula 
___________________Helena
POLITICAL SCIENCE-ECONOMICS
1Robert Nielsen Atchison_____________________________ Sidney
Gary L. Pickel_______ ________________________ _________ Butte
POLITICAL SCIENCE-HISTORY
’Rick Applegate_____________________________________ .Missoula
With High Honors
Michael Philip Bradley____________________________ Miles City
Mark Chapman Cleary_____________________________ Hillings
Richard A. Nash__________________________________ __ Missoula
With Honors
Thomas James ONeill_________________________________ Butte
Honors
Garry L. Overn_____________________________________ Kalispell
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Baccalaureate Degrees
POLITICAL SCIENCE-HISTORY— (Continued)
Agnes LisMarie Peterson______________________________ Valier
Karen Anne Peterson____________________________Great Falls
Carter N. Picotte____________________________________ Helena
Michael J. Sweeney________________________________Anaconda
Craig Vance Wilson________________________________ Missoula
With Honors
PRE-MEDICAL SCIENCES
John P. Armentrout_______________________________ Browning
With Honors
Susan Marie Baldwin_____________________________...Missoula
With Honors
Miles Wallace Cloyd____________________________ Livingston
IP'irZ) Honors
Rodrick Richard Gregory.________________________ Lodge Grass
Steven Lawrence Ogilvie________________ Spokane, Washington
PSYCHOLOGY
Beatrice S. Aakre___
Nancy Allen______________
Jim C. Atkinson____________
Terry A. Bankston________
1Michael Carroll Cantrell 
William Stanley Flora____
Kathleen Mae Hager__ ___
Kimberly Ann Kelly----------
8Larry Ed Krumwiede_______
Earl E. Lowery____________
2Mike McLaughlin__________
With Honors
C. Stephen Meyer__________
2Steven P. Nelson__________
John Roderick Paterson.....
(Also major in Sociology)
Thomas Patrick Phelps____
With High Honors
__________________ Conrad 
____Vancouver, Washington 
__________________ Wilsall 
__________________Billings 
___________________ Laurel 
_________Lincoln, Nebraska 
___________________ Libby 
____________________Butte 
___________________ Carter 
_________________ Missoula 
_______________ Great Falls
_________________ .Westby 
_____ Northfield, Minnesota 
.Lethbridge, Alberta, Canada
_________ St. Louis, Missouri
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Baccalaureate Degrees
PSYCHOLOGY— ( Continued)
Alden Floyd Pritchett______________________________ Missoula
With High Honors
2Sherman L. Richards III____________________ Buffalo, New York
Karl J. Schaefer____________________________________ Missoula
Diane Young Silvernail__________________ Berkeley, California
3James D. Sindelar__________________________________ Ballantine
Roderick Stanley Snyder______________________________Havre 
Richard L. Solly______________________________ Cleveland, Ohio
Brenda Jean Speck_________________________________Whitehall
IP7/A High Honors
Lloyd J. Ward_______________________________________ Billings
TFi/A Honors
Donald C. Woolston________________________________ .Billings
IP’ifA High Honors
RECREATION
Patricia Jo Duncan_________________________________ Missoula
RUSSIAN
Gary D. Williams______________________________________ Butte
With Honors (also major in History-Political Science With Honors)
SOCIAL WELFARE
Christine A. Bahr___________________________________ Missoula
With Honors
1J Ames Wayne Bauch______________________________ Great Falls
Joe Yazzie Begay---------------------------------------------Chinle, Arizona
3Dale Robert Boespflug_____________________________ Glendive
Cynthia Conrad______________________________________ Conrad
Howorr
Karen Jane Cooper.__________________________________ Helena
Carmen E. Cornelius_________________________________Billings
Nancy Bernice Cory______________________________ Great Fails
Denise Jean Danell__________________________________Billings
f/lho major in Sociology)
2Esther Mary Doss----------------------------------------- Denver, Colorado
Robert Lee Escarcega___________________________Frazer
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Baccalaureate Degrees
SOCIAL WELFARE—(Continued)
1Kathryn A. Grosshuesch___________________________ Missoula
(Also major in Sociology)
1Deborah Jo Irvin._________________
Judith Lee Jones_______ .__________
Queenie V. Lynch_________________
Jani Brown McCall______________
James Ambrose McMahon_________
Ann Morrison____________________
2Lynn Owens_______________________
Sarah Ann Prentice_______________
Barbara Jo Rolston______________
Grant W. Roset___________________
2Marilyn Schieno Rudolph_________
1Susan E. Sabol____________________
With Honors (also major in Sociology) 
3Daniel Jackson Sain_____________
Jill Lynn Schwank________________
With Honors
Raymond E. Siderius_______________
Steven Parsons Smith_____________
Carol A. Stosich__________________
..San Francisco, California 
_______________ Billings 
_________________ Butte 
______________ Missoula 
___Rochester, New York 
_____________ Hamilton 
Coulee Dam, Washington 
______________ Missoula 
_______________ Forsyth 
_____________ Anaconda 
_______________ Billings 
..Aberdeen, South Dakota
______ Missoula 
______ Missoula
___________ Kalispell 
____________Glasgow 
______________ Butte
2Colleen Paulette Voss____________________________Rudyard
1Glenn Gary Wade________________________________ Cascade
Jack Ronald Wallace________________________________ Butte
SOCIOLOGY
Ronald J. Anderson_______________________________ Missoula
(Also major in Anthropology)
Roger Wallace Bergmann_____________ ___________ Kalispell
Richard P. Burrell________________________________ Missoula
With Honors
1Larry Allen Burton_______________________________ Billings
Second Major
Thomas Emory Cain_______________________________ Missoula
Jane Catherine Canton_________________________ Stevensville
With High Honors
2Gerald Morris Christensen________________________ Missoula
Larry C. Darlington________________________________ Ronan
8James Fox Dean___________________________________ Missoula
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Baccalaureate Degrees
SOCIOLOGY— ( Continued)
1David M. Demmons__________________________________Missoula
Eugene Carl Doty__________________________________Corvallis
Penny Leigh Eathorne______________________________ Helena
2Robert Joseph Engle_______________________________Missoula
Leslie Box Ferrell_________________________________Missoula
With Honors
John Robert Foster______________________________ Lewistown
Brittany Smith French_____________________________Missoula
2Thomas Eugene Green_____________________________ Missoula
IFIrA Honors
Richard Gustaf Hannula________________________ Great Falls
High Honors
3Loren D. Harrison_________________________________Missoula
With Honors
Douglas Wayne Harvey.__________________Swanton, Maryland
1 William Steven Hildenbrand___________ _________Great Falls
Diann Marie Hoffman    _____________________ Billings
(Also major in Social Welfare)
Mary R. Jewell____________________________________ Missoula
lFj/Z> Honors
1Loren Arthur Lutzenhiser_______________________ Great Falls
3Susan Carol Lutzenhiser__________________________ Missoula
With Honors
Gene E. Massman__________________ __________ Columbia Falls
(Also major in Psychology)
James Stephen Mayer_______________________________Helena
Marsha Doss Monahan____________________________ Billings
Kathleen Murray._______________________________ Homestead
IPTrZ* Honors
2John H. Newman________________________  Missoula
Albert Niccolucci_______________________________ Great Falls
Gary A. Peterson.—________________________________ Missoula
Linda Pospisil_______________________ _________________ Moore
Honors
Clark William Price_____________________________________Hillings
D. L. Primmer_____________________________________ Great Falls
Robert S. Punches  ______________________________ Rilling*
xMichael R. Reithofer_______________________ Oaklawn, Illinois
Lawrence Richard Renman_______________________ Great Falls
2Kathie L. Riggs__________________________________ Great Falls
Louis David Romero______________________.Vadito, New Mexico
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Baccalaureate Degrees
SOCIOLOGY— (Continued)
3Clyde D. Runkle__________
1Leon Yehudah Selinger___
Larry Jay Sullivan________
’Robert Joseph Swan______
Mari jane Thomas_________
Rannell M. Trimble_______
’Larry C. Weatherman_____
Sharon Anne Weeks_______
With Honors
’Marcia Jane Wise_________
IFiiA Honors
’Henry A. Wolf____________
Sara Vivian Wood_________
___________________Kalispell 
___Edmonton, Alberta, Canada 
_____________ Medicine Lake 
___________________Missoula 
____ Asheville, North Carolina 
___ Newport Beach, California 
__________________ Anaconda 
_________________Great Falls
____________________Billings 
_________  .Billings 
________ Springfield, Virginia
SOCIOLOGY-ECONOMICS
Leigh Robert Dotson_______________________________ .Billings
Karen Bernice Johnson__________________________ Great Falls
With Honors
2Renae Kofford____________________________________ Missoula
With Honors
SPANISH
’Gail Wyatt Ament________________________________ Missoula
With Honors
Suzanne Peterson Arnold_________________ Missoula
’Marlene Diane Baumann__________________________ Missoula
With High Honors (also major in History-Political Science, 
with High Honors)
’Peggy Lee Bickle____________________________________ Plevna
Kathleen H. Grauman___________________________ Miles City
With Honors (also major in Education, with High Honors)
’Sandra Kay Lazetich_______________________________ Billings
With Honors
Ruth Stacey Moen________________________ ________ Missoula
(Also major in Education)
Jennifer Lynn Pryor____________________________ Great Falls
With Honors (also major in Education, With Honors)
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Baccalaureate Degrees
SPANISH— ( Continued)
Lucian a Maria Roberts____________________________ Missoula
With High Honors
Margaret Suzanne Stahl____________________________ .Dillon
Susan L. Webb_____________________________________Townsend
With Honors (also major in Education, With Honors)
SPEECH COMMUNICATION
1Francis Michael Gary______________________ ’--------------Laurel
Diane Vivian Kelley_______________________________Sunburst
Warren E. Pease___________________________________ Missoula
2Lynn Myrdal Wolfe_______________________________ Missoula
SPEECH PATHOLOGY AND AUDIOLOGY
2Carol Jean Barnett____________________________ .Boise, Idaho
Sally Ann Batchelder___________________________ Manhattan
Honors
Catherine Anne Beall_____________________________Anaconda
Janet M. Clark____________________________________ Missoula
With Honors
Janice Claire Driscoll_______________________________ Butte
1 Andre Pierrette Duchesneau_________________________ Butte
IPTjA Honors
1Dorothy Jean Ennis_______________________________ Kalispell
With Honors
Shelley Ruth Haller_______________________________ Helena
Marcia Goodno Johnston__________________________ Missoula
Mary Patricia Sullivan LaForest______________________ Butte
Shirley Anne Panion__________________________________Butte
With Honors
Rosemary L. Sayer_______________ _____________ -___ Missoula
With Honors
^Jonni Dawn Sorich..._____________________________ .Butte
John Daniel Sweeney______________________________ Billings
2Marita LaVon Swenson____________________________ .Kalispell
Deborah Marie Thomas------------------------------------------------Butte
lUz7Z> Honors
TAaecla. J. Walker_________________________________ Missoula
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Baccalaureate Degrees
ZOOLOGY
Clinton Gerard Bishop, Jr.__________________________ Billings
1Karen Lynn Craighead____________________________ Missoula
2Roberta Ann Granger Dvorak_____________________ Missoula
8Kerry Ryan Forssman______________ .Webster Groves, Missouri
With Honors
Paul A. Grosshuesch_______________________________.Billings
Linda Lee Knoche_______________________ Olympia, Washington
Kristine Jean Meiring____________Huntington Beach, California
Gregory Paul Mueller___________________ Madison, Wisconsin
With Honors
Kenneth W. Peck__________________________ Denver, Colorado
2Edward John Pitcher______________________________Missoula
Richard Merlin Randall__________________________ Helena
With Honors
Richard Joseph Snyder__________________ Spokane, Washington
Larry Douglas Stranahan________________________ Missoula
’Daniel D. Sullivan________________________________ Bigfork
With Honors
Dan L. Ulvila___________________________________ Red Lodge
Pre-Med Option
2Ronald Pete Viano_______________________________ Kalispell
’Randolph P. Vranish______________________________Roundup
Randy Craig York_______________________________ St. Ignatius
With Honors
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
CHEMISTRY
Russell C. Jones_____________________ ;______________ Billings
With Honors
Gregory Alan Lee__ :______________________ _______ Missoula
’Ronald V. Loge____________________________________ St. Regis
With High Honors
’Thomas A. Trimbo____________________________ _ ____ Billings
COMPUTER SCIENCE
James Donald Martin, Jr.__________________________ Missoula
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Baccalaureate Degrees
HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Deborah Sue Anderson___________________________ .Missoula
1Douglas Edward Barnes___________________________Whitefish
jLea La Barre___________________________________ Fort Benton
3Lee Lewis Beckwith___________________________ Columbia Falls
^ames Craig Beseske_____________________ Lakewood, California
Beth Amrine Blastic___________________ ;__________ Missoula
3Warren G. Bowles__________________  Missoula
Sheri Morin Broudy___________________________________Butte
With High Honors
Katherine L. Brown......_______________________________ Lima
2Thomas Allan Bryant______________________________Missoula
3Gerald O. Bullock.______.__________________________ Missoula
Barbra Elizabeth Cockhill___________________________ Butte
Annette Mae Cousins_______________________________Billings
LeLia Crawford_____________________________ Chicago, Illinois
3Daniel Joseph Crowley._____________________________ Billings
3Tennyson Leonard Doney__________________________ Harlem
Wayne Dorson Fink______
1Michael T. Furlong_______
3Steven Lee Henderson____
Nila Lee Hirning_________
With Honors
Loren Lee Johnson________
Patricia Helen Johnson__
Craig Jerome Kopet_______
2John W. Lancaster_______
Thomas P. Lavery_________
3Byron Kealanohea Lovell
Peggy Ann Mannix_______
xJohn Wilson Markle_____
3Carole Ann McBride..____
With Honors
2Ronald McLaren___________
1Miles Elmer Miller_ ,______
1Ronald Howard Moore_____
3Gartha Morgan____________
Gene Michael Morris______
Harold E. Nelson, Jr_______
High Honors
_________ Livingston 
_________ Great Falls 
__________ Columbus 
___________ Missoula
______ Osburn, Idaho 
___________ Kalispell 
Spokane, Washington 
___________ Missoula 
____ Chicago, Illinois 
___ Honolulu, Hawaii 
___________Bozeman 
___________ Glasgow 
__.-.________ Missoula
...Lethbridge, Alberta, Canada 
__________________ Missoula 
_______ Indianapolis, Indiana 
________ Seattle, Washington 
_________________ Anaconda 
_______________ Walkerville
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Baccalaureate Degrees
HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION—(Continued)
3Richard Charles Ortiz__________________
1Robert Charles Patterson______________
Montebello, California 
___________ Missoula
3Terrill Gale Plakke 
Molly C. Rankin___
Roy Robinson______
Richard C. Rooley__
_____________ Missoula 
_____________ Missoula 
Pasig, Philippine Islands 
___________ Stevensville
1Rosann Jo Ruegamer______________
2James E. Sedgwick__________________
Kathryn Kristine Deputy Shannon
2Dewitt M. Sherwood_______________
Marcy Janice Stennes_____________
Raymond Velez___________________
2William L. Vogel__________________
Dennis Frank Webster____________
James R. Weggenman_______ ...______
With Honors
xJohn W. Wilson__________________
Greg E. Young_____________________
With Honors
_____________ Plentywood 
___ __________ Harlowton 
_________________ Dillon 
____ ._________Townsend 
___________ .Wolf Point 
.San Bernardino, California 
_ .Toms River, New Jersey 
_________________ Ronan 
_________________Helena
_________________ Alzada 
_____________ Great Falls
HOME ECONOMICS
Jean Estella Anderson___
2Betty Jean Atchison______
Barbara Pallett Bennetts.. 
Tlene Fulker Casey_______
With High Honors
Patricia Jean Cyr________
Jean Gollehon__________
Maryalys Helm___________
Carolyn Kay Hinkle_____
2Carol June Busch Hurst__
^arol Ann Jensen_______
Nancy Jane Mandelko____
Louise Rae Matzner______
3Virginia Hawker McKane...
With High Honors
Karen Orlean Miller_____
Michelle J. Milodragovich
_______________ Alder 
Greenacres, Washington 
___________ Lewistown 
_____________ Belgrade
_____________ Missoula 
...____________ .Conrad
___________ ..Missoula 
_____________ Missoula
____________ .—Eureka
—________  Billings
--------------------Missoula 
--------------------Missoula 
------------------- Corvallis
----------------------- Plains 
--------------------Missoula
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Baccalaureate Degrees
HOME ECONOMICS—(Continued)
Gail Atchison Pavek_________________________________Sidney
With High Honors
8John F. Piquette__________________________________ Florence
Lois C. Robinson_____________________________________Bigfork
With High Honors
2Patricia Samantha Schroeder_____________________ .Whitehall
Virginia Kay Tice_________________________________ Missoula
With Honors
Judy Kae Vasichek_________ .______ ,_______________ Great Falls
Theresa Renee Vick_______________________________ Missoula
RECREATION
1 Richard Alan Fox_________________________________Billings
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY
Antonette Miklich Armentrout___________________ Roundup
Daniel Ernest Eliason_____________________________ Missoula
Elaine D. Honzel__________________________________Missoula
Ray L. Matz_______________________________________ Glendive
With Honors
3Gale Clayton Richard._____________________Rockford, Illinois
Betty Jean Schrumpf_______________________________ Billings
With Honors
Janet Kay Taplett________________________________ Missoula
Nancy Ann Thorpe_________________________ ........Missoula
sRonald LeRoy Vande Ven__________________________ Chinook
Charles Barney Ward_____________________________ Missoula
3Sonya Ann Yager_________________________________ Missoula
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Baccalaureate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
IN WILDLIFE BIOLOGY
2Jerome E. Balavage___________
James DeCourcy Barnum_____
3G. Robert Blair______________
Louis A. Brown_______________
2Robert Hugh Byars__________
Loyalville, Pennsylvania 
____________ Missoula 
____St. Louis, Missouri 
_____ Moose, Wyoming 
____________ Missoula
2Ronald John Carlson________
xRobert G. Cheeseman_________
xjAMES J. ClAAR__.________________
Jeffrey William Denton______
With Honors
Larry F. Dvorak.__________ ____
Dean Alan Ellingson_________
Timothy Edward Gallagher___
2Ronald Alvin Gariss__________
Stan Hansen...________________
Dennis Mathew Hemmer______
With Honors
2Ralph Arthur Holmes_________
’Glen E. Kapitzke_____________
2John Murray Kidd____________
2Timothy Randall Larson_____
1David Rex Laursen____________
2Ronald D. McCracken________
_______________________ Belt 
________ Glenwood, Minnesota 
___________________ Missoula 
_ _______________Deer Lodge 
______Wenatchee, Washington 
___________ Casper, Wyoming 
__________________ Anaconda 
___________ .Wellington, Ohio 
_______ Stratford, Washington 
_____________________ Shelby 
_____ .Wakefield, Massachusetts 
_________________ Miles City 
_____ — Mountain Home, Idaho 
___________ Rockford, Illinois 
______ Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
___________________Missoula
Richard Hugh McCutcheon_____________Minot, North Dakota
Gary R. Olson____________________________________ Choteau
With Honors
2John Joseph Parker________________________________Kalispell
1Scott M. Phillips------------------------- West Concord, Massachusetts
*John Preston Pickett_____________________________ .Missoula
Ronald Dean Rempel--------------------------- Alata Loma, California
Steven Wallace Schmidt___ ________________________Billings
With Honors
2Ronald Gene Schott_______________________ :_____ Great Falls
With Honors
Larry James Slocum_________________________ ______ Missoula
2Glen R. Teeters_______________ ;___________________ Worden
2James Randall Vaught----------------------------Clovis, New Mexico
Richard August Zander--------------------------- Manawa, Wisconsin
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Baccalaureate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
IN WILDLIFE TECHNOLOGY
’Gerald Lee Baldik________________________________ Kalispell
’Robert William Denton___________________________Missoula
SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS
The candidates will be presented by John L. Lester, 
Acting Dean of the School of Fine Arts
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS
ART
’David Keith Bareford____________________Warren, New Jersey
Sally Victoria Bell________________Rancho Santa Fe, California
xJoan Adelle Biondich_______________________________Missoula
Linda Dale Brock_________________________________ Missoula
Earl B. Cockrell_____________________________________Shelby
ITizZi Honors
Therezinha Massimino Evers________________________ Shonkin
’April D. Gallagher______________________________ Great Falls
Kathleen Therese Gardner_________________________ Billings
Larry Alan Hendrickson___________________________ Florence
’James R. MacLean_________________________________ Missoula
Teresa Ann Melcher_______________________________ Forsyth
Mary Jo Schloembr___________________________________Victor
1Linda Workman___________________ ________________ Missoula
DRAMA
Rosalie Jean Bracco__________________________________Butte
(also major in English)
Richard R. Stokes________________________________ Great Falls
(also major in Radio-Television)
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Baccalaureate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS
ART
Rosalie Mabie Bianchi____
Patricia A Hirst__________
With Honors
2David Vern JAKKOLA_________
With High Honors
Doris E. Johnston_________
With Honors
1 Andrew Tilden Kingsbury__
Betty Lucker______________
2Charles J. Manning_______
Kate Ellen Morris_________
3Kathryn Louise Person____
Linda Coddington Stein.... 
Shelley Pollock Valentine 
Kathleen Marie Westrom__
With Honors
WnAAAM P. Yenne__________
----------------- Roundup 
------------------Missoula
------------------Missoula
------------------Missoula
...Rochester, Minnesota 
-------------- Great Falls 
----------------- Kalispell 
-------------- Great Falls 
----------------- Kalispell 
-------------- Livingston 
--------------------Helena 
------------- Black Eagle
Santa Cruz, California
DRAMA
Suzanne Cook-------------------------------------------------------- Missoula
With High Honors
2Austin Gray------------------------------------------------------------Neihart
^Theodore Kramer III_____________ _ Missoula
2Charley J. Martin-----------------------------------~ Missoni,.
Nancy Lee Nichols-------------------------------------- La Marque, Texas
With High Honors
Richard Bruce Russell______________________________ Dutton
Agnes Antoinette Symons----------- -----Apache Junction, Arizona
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF MUSIC
MUSIC EDUCATION
Nicholas D. Alex----------------------------------------- ---------Hingham
Connib J. Cooper--------------------------- Wetaskiwin, Alberta, Canada
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Baccalaureate Degrees
MUSIC EDUCATION—(Continued)
Lawrence Ole Cragwickl______________________________ Butte
With Honors
Susan Eileen Dougherty.-__________________________ Billings
High Honors, Second Major
Kujm W. Eve______________________________________ Ronan
Larry D. Gookin_______________________________Columbia Falls
(also major in Performance)
Carol Ann Hallock_______________________________ Glasgow
1Rosemary Anderson Lewis________________________Lewistown
8Wayne Charles Mock______________________________Cut Bank
Richard E. Nicaise______________________________ .. Great Falls
Janice M. Ronish____________________________________Denton
With Honors
Robert John Wilson__________________ Ohaton, Alberta, Canada
PERFORMANCE
Jeffrey L. Aasland_________________________________ Missoula
1Elsie M. Achuff._________________________________ Harlowton
With High Honors
2 Ann Clydette Akin_______________________________ Whitehall
IP'z'zA High Honors
2Susan Eileen Dougherty.-----------------------------------------Billings
With Honors
Johanna Kim Grant_______________________________ Missoula
With High Honors
Kenneth Wilfred Grant__________________________ Missoula
With High Honors (also major in Music Education, With High Honors)
Clarice Elaine Holm___________________________ Fort Benton
W'zzZ, Honors
Fredericka Marie Ibsen____________________________ Missoula
With High Honors
Jane Michelle Mitzi Kolar______________ ____________Geyser
With High Honors
Gloria Genivea Phillip____________________________ Missoula
With High Honors (also major in Choral and Instrumental Conducting 
and Music Administration, With High Honors)
Lora Lee Tannenholz_____________________________ -Missoula
UZzzA High Honors
Sally Titland ____________________________________ Cut Bank
With High Honors
Barbara Jane Uhlrich___________________________ Lewistown
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Baccalaureate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF 
MUSIC EDUCATION
CHORAL AND INSTRUMENTAL CONDUCTING 
AND MUSIC ADMINISTRATION
Vicki Lee Buffington____________________________ Great Falls
Donald Ross Collins______________________________ Missoula
Nola Karen Collins_______________________________Glasgow
Gregory Ward Devlin________________________________Polson
John C. Levno_______________________________________Sidney
With Honors (also major in Performance, With Honors)
Michael R. Swisher_________________________________Missoula
Norman Ernest Tebay_________________________________ Whitehall
3MARCIA Leigh VANDyKB._________________________________ Missoula
With Honors
John Patrick Wilson____________________________ Great Falls
ELEMENTARY MUSIC
Becky Brugger------------------------------------------------------Great Falls
IP'tzA Honors
Billie Charlene Chubb__________________________ Hot Springs
Julie Lee Duncan--------------------------------------------------Great Falls
With High Honors
Martha Russo._____________________________________ Missoula
Gertrude Borgen Sjodahl_______________________  Anaconda
xJane Elizabeth Travis____________________________  Belfrv
Honors
INSTRUMENTAL CONDUCTING
Kenneth N. Berg-----------------------------------------------------Missoula
IFizZ, Honors
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Baccalaureate Degrees
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
The candidates will be presented by Rudyard B. Goode, 
Dean of the School of Business Administration
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS IN 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
John Stephen Angwin.—.
Gary L. Brook-----
8Teri J. Cestnik.---------------
2James M. Clawson--------
Ross William Davidson— 
3Robert Arthur Fenton....
Karen Irene Hamma .
Marvin Micheal Hoerner.—
1Karen Hoven ........T.......
(also major in Spanish)
Teresa Kathryn Hudiburgh. 
Richard L. Jacobson----------
Dennis L. Kirchner---------
With High Honors
2Susan C. Knight--------------
George Selmer Olsen---------
Bernice A. Robbins-------
Marjorie A. Robinson ... 
Robert Donald Ross— 
Clayton L. Schenck---------
With Honors
Antonio Philip Spencer— 
2Charles Joseph Stein, Jr. - 
2Arthur L. TadeJ—
Gary Douglas Wanberg— 
2Jan Henrik Wessel-----------
______ Missoula 
_______ Billings 
—Columbia Falls 
______ Missoula 
_______ Helena 
______ .Cascade 
_______ Bonner 
...Columbia Falls 
______.Missoula
—Wolf Point 
____ St. Ignatius
_______ Huson
.—Great Falls 
___ Deer Lodge 
______ .Westby 
___ Great Falls 
.. .West Glacier 
_______ Shelby
..Medicine Lake 
_______ Helena 
___ Great Falls 
______Missoula
_ Oslo, Norway
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Lawrence Charles Adams
2Douglas Bryan Allie._
__Havre 
Glasgow
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Baccalaureate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION—(Continued)
3Jock Owen Anderson_____
C. Dale Apeland__________
3Laurence Arlen Arpin____
Dan L. Averill____________
Brian David Backenstose__
Stanley O. Barkley_______
sJohn Louis Bauer_________
Eric V. Becker___________
1Roger Joseph Beeter_______
3Jerald George Begg_______
xJudy Ann Belcher________
Raymond C. Bell, Jr._______
With Honors
2Steven Reed Berge________
3Dale R. Bimler____________
3Gary Lawrence Boe_______
Barbara Ann Breazeal____
Robert J. Briney__________
xRaymond Costa Brum_____
xTerry Allen Bullis_______
xWilliam Lloyd Burns_____
Anita Lynn Byrne________
Michal Dennis Cann______
1Garrett Dee Cantrell____
Donald Gene Carlson____
3Richard A. Carlson________
Charles Russel Cashmore...
Dennis Greg Chandler____
Michael Chandler________
Louis M. Chinske_________
3William H. Clarke_______
Steven R. Clack__________
xPatrick William Conroy__
Lyle Donald Crawford, Jr._ 
xColin Edward Cubbon_____
3Louis Richard D’Adamo____
Deslie Dee Dahl__________
’John Stockton Davison, Jr.
___________  Polson 
____________________Fortine 
__________________ Missoula 
___________________ Bigfork 
________ Bethel, Pennsylvania 
_____________ Fallon, Nevada 
__________________ Missoula 
___________________ Billings 
___________________ Billings 
__________________ Kalispell 
__________________ Roundup 
________________Deer Lodge
------------------------- ____Frazer 
-------------------------------Coram 
------------------------Big Timber 
---------------------------- Missoula 
-------------------------------- Butte 
----------------Honolulu, Hawaii 
------------------------------Hardin 
-------------------------- Cut Bank 
----------------------------Missoula 
--------------------------------Libby 
-------------------------Great Falls 
---------White Sulphur Springs 
-------------------------------Shelby 
------------------------------- Laurel 
------------------------ Plentywood 
----------------------------Missoula 
----------------------------Missoula 
------------------------------ Helena 
---------------------------Hamilton 
---------------------------Hamilton 
----------------------------Missoula 
Regina, Saskatchewan, Canada 
--------------- .Casper, Wyoming 
------------------------Wolf Point 
---------------------------- Choteau
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Baccalaureate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION— (Continued )
Diane L. Degenhart----------------
Pamela Ann DeGroot----------------
3Robert Rick D’Hooge---------------
xHarold R. Diesen------------
Sharon Marie Douglas— 
With High Honors
2Terry Lee Egeland---------
With Honors
Darrell Eugene Ehrlick-----------
With High Honors
1Marvin H. Eicholtz----------------
3Larry Epstein----------------------------
1David Dean Erickson-------------
George Thomas Farnell--------
3Neal A. Ferguson------- ------
3Dennis J. Fisher-----------
2David Lynn Flo----------------------
Gerald Patrick Foley------------
3David Alan French------------------
Scott D. Frizelle___________
Rick Alan Frost-------------
2David G. Fulkerson-----------------
3Bruce Howard Gaare------------
John G. Gable------------
Darrell L. Giese-------------------
Michael Leo Glennon— 
Gerald Edward Goldhahn---------
1Robert Michael Lewis Guthrie.. 
Frederick W. Hamilton-----
3Lester Robert Hamilton--------
James Malcolm Hanson------
Raymond K. Harbin----------------
Edward W. Harold ...-------------
________________ Billings 
_______________Cut Bank 
_______________ Dupuyer 
_________________ Eureka 
_____________ .Livingston
______________ Livingston 
_________  Laurel 
_________________ Sidney 
_______________ Cut Bank 
_________________Billings 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada 
___________ .West Glacier 
________________ Missoula 
_______________ Roundup 
_________________Helena 
__________________ Plains 
________________ Missoula 
_____ _________ ___ Kevin 
______ Plentywood 
______________ Great Falls 
__________________Sidney 
________________ Bainville 
______ Billings 
_______________ Geraldine 
_________________ Billings 
________ Missoula 
_________ Arnold, Missouri 
________________ Missoula 
__________________ Ronan 
_______ Priest River, Idaho
RFi/A Honors ...
1Richard Eugene Hart___________________________ Stevensville
2Bradford Alan Hawkins____________ .Walnut Creek, California
Patrick Head_____________________________________ Browning
Jule H. Jacobson________________________________ -Plentywood
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Baccalaureate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION— (Continued)
Thomas Edward Jellar_____
’Thomas R. Jenkins_______
1Garold Duane Jette_______
’Gary L. Johnson__________
’Gerald Jay Johnson_______
xRichard Shannon Johnston 
1Randall John Kappes______
With Honors
’Joseph Edward Keller_____
James David Kennedy.______
Betty Jean Kent__________
Honors
’Thomas Kieser____________
’David H. Killian_______
John A. Klemenhagen...
Keith D. Kolbeck________
With Honors
------------------ Roundup 
----------------------- Libby 
------------------- Missoula 
------------------- Missoula 
---------------------Ronan 
.White Sulphur Springs 
------------------- Missoula
——----------- Kalispell
---------------------- Butte 
---------------------Moore
—___  Anaconda
—Seattle, Washington 
------------------- .Conrad
_______________ Hall
Leonard J. LaBrie_______________________________ Whitefish
2David E. Lake--------------------------------------------ZZUZ-Missoula
xEdward J. Leary_______________________________________ Butte
’William Dale Lees________________________________Livingston
Stephen Sanford Lerum____________________________ Missoula
Honors
Eric Norman Lieberg.—_____
Murray Christian Lind III__
Nancy Z. Lochmiller_____
High Honors
’Robert Ralph Lochmiller__
1Robert P. Lussy________
’Byron J. McBride ...
’John Wesley McBurrows, Jr. 
’Patrick Joseph McCarthy___
William Robert McCrea...
’-James Michael McDonald ...
1Kevin Marshall McEwen___
2Gary H. McKinley_____
’Alexander C. Mackenzie___
’Jeffrey L. Mann____________
’Gerald Raymond Marceau....
---------------------Missoula 
------------------------ Butte 
---------- .Thompson Falls
------- -—Kailua, Hawaii 
------------------- ----- Butte 
------- ------ ------ Missoula 
-Englewood, New Jersey
Helena 
-------------------- Sheridan 
---------------------- Geyser 
.Bismarck, North Dakota 
---- .............— Conrad 
Calgary, Alberta, Canada 
------------ ------- Missoula 
-------------------- Missoula
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Baccalaureate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION—(Continued)
^Timothy D. Meagher--------------------------------------------- -Cut ®ank
8Ronald James Mehrens------------------------- ————---------7.J,ut!e
3James Robert Mellan--------------------- Lethbridge, Alberta, Canada
3Pete Mellem________________________________________ __ i
Douglas Terry Mergenthaler----------------------------
2t.wst.ry Jeanne Mertens------—------------------------------ -Three Forks
With High Honors
Mark Gilmore Mertens-------
With Honors
2Roy Carroll Miles--------------
Jay Gerald Miller---------------
1Kathleen Ann Mills----------
Lynn M. Minnick----------------
Ted Loy Mizner-------------------
Thomas James Mulholland.. 
sBruce Charles Munson-------
2Douglas Allen Nelson-------
Gary L. Norby______________
2James Patrick Olomon------
Robert E. O’Reilly-------------
Raymond Keith Ostby----------
l!7»7Z> Honors
Michael E. Otness--------------
Larry R. Payne-------------------
Harrell Everett Peterson—
With Honors
Robert C. Peterson-------------
2Frank Thomas Pogachar—
With Honors
2Robert J. Polanchek----------
Frederick Tilden Poole, Jr.- 
W'/tZ, Honors
Rodrick H. Price----------------
1Patrick Lloyd Prindle--------
Kevin James Quinn-------------
Jerry G. Raaum-----------------
Henry Matthew Rae----------
2Michael O. Reichman---------
Daniel Clifford Remington.
Three Forks
____ Livingston 
.Thompson Falk 
_______ Billings 
______Havre 
___ .Deer Lodge 
_________ Butte 
_____ Anaconda 
_____Missoula 
_____.Whitefish 
______Missoula 
_______Butte 
______ Glendive
___Brady
..Missoula 
Hamilton
__Missoula 
__Missoula
_____________ Missoula 
Takoma Park, Maryland
________________Avon 
_____________ Billings 
.Newport, Rhode Island 
______________Westby 
___________ Red Lodge 
____________ Ennis
-Great Falk
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Baccalaureate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION—(Continued)
Norman E. Resler_________
1Toynette Rolston_________
With Honors
Fred I. Root_______________
8Stephen Anthony Rotering
Robert H. Roullier________
2Steve K. Rundle___________
Thomas John Russell______
Robert Lee Rusunen_______
xPaul Neil Rylander_______
Steven Paul Salveson______
’June Frances Sanders_____
3William F. Schaffer______
2ROBERT J. SCHELLIN____________
’William Charles Schneider.. 
2John Martin Seeberger____
’Ralph Michael Shane_____
Edward N. Sparks, Jr________
Raymond Lee Spencer______
Duane A. Spolar___________
’Robert E. Starr____________
’Thomas George Stevens____
’Perry Douglas Stovall_____
’Theodore Harold Street.___
William George Stricklin__
’John Franklin Strizich____
’Terrence William Sullivan..
Eileen Patricia Taylor_____
’Donald Leo Tessman_______
’Eldon R. Thorsen__________
’William Tirhilli, Jr_______
Damon F. Trimble__________
Charles Mervin Trimborn__
Gary Michael Vinneau_____
Edward C. Wall____________
Gary Lee Wallace________
Mary Margaret Wamsley...... 
Arlle Robert Warren______
------------------------ Missoula 
--------------------------Forsyth
------------------------ Missoula 
---------------------------- Butte 
------------------------Missoula 
------------------------ Glasgow 
-------------------------- Helena 
------------------------Missoula 
------------------------Missoula 
------------------- Deer Lodge 
-------------------- Philipsburg 
--------------- -—Deer Lodge 
------------------------ Chinook 
------------------------Superior 
----------------------- Glendive 
-------------------------Billings 
----------------------- Missoula 
----------------------- Missoula 
----------------------------Butte 
-------------------------Billings 
----------------------Cut Bank 
-------------------Fort Benton 
--------------------- Whitefish 
-------------------- Great-Falls 
-------------------- Great- Falls 
--------------------------- Butte 
-------------------- Great-Falls 
-------------------- Great-Falls 
----------------------- Missoula 
------------- Chicago, Illinois 
Newport Beach, California 
-----------------------Missoula 
------ Spokane, Washington 
----------------------- Missoula 
--------------------------- Butte 
------------------------- Sidney 
--------Seattle, Washington
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Baccalaureate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION— (Continued) 
’Frederick D. Watson_________________ Orchard Park, New York
Don H. Waylett______________________________________Libby
Ricarda Kay Wetsch________________________________Bridger
James Joseph Wier_______________________________ .Lewistown
Dennise Ann Wright_______________________________Glasgow
Terry Lee Wyman__________________________________ Billings
Leonard Eugene Yeats____________________________ Whitefish
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
The candidates will be presented by J. Francis Rummel, 
Dean of the School of Education
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS IN 
EDUCATION
Karen Elizabeth Acheson_________________________Missoula
1Carol Anderson________  Helena
1Chris E. Bader_____________________________________ .Missoula
Vernon D. Barkell....______________________________ Silver Star
Carol Frances Bay_________________________________ Missoula
With Honors
Harry Earl Bean__________________________________.Missoula
Gregory Allan Beck____________________________ .____ .Libby
’Pamela Ann Bell_________________________________ Billings
Linda Bennetts____________________ _________ ____ Great Falls
Sandra Lee Bestwick_______________________________ Missoula
Honors
Joanne Mary Bimler___________________ Edmore, North Dakota
’Thomas William Biver__ ___________ __ ...Shell Lake, Wisconsin
’Diana L. Bjorkman________________________________ Missoula
High Honors
1Robert Woolley Blackmore_____ Fort MacLeod, Alberta, Canada
Vivienne T. Blake_________________________________ Missoula
TFilA Honors
xPaul Bloom_______________________________ Fridley, Minnesota
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Baccalaureate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS 
IN EDUCATION—(Continued)
3Gary Boeholt--------------------------------------------------------- Missoula
Jean H. Bolen----------------------------------------------------------- Eureka
With High Honors
Kathleen Mae Boothe_______________________________ Malta
’Barbara Ellen Flesch Borninkhof___________________ Shelby
Barbara Kaye Breitbach_________________________ Lewistown
Jerry Frank Brumwell_____________________________ Corvallis
Ronald W. Brunell_____________________________ Walkerville
’Louis Bruno------------------------------------------------- Malba, New York
’Rudolph Ludwig Buckman__________________________ Dodson
’Dorothy Burgess-----------------------------------------------------Missoula
8Ronald L. Butler_____________________________________ Butte
’Barbara Butts--------------------------------------------------------- Kalispell
2Kathy Maureen Caldwell__________________________ Fairfield
3Judy Thrams Carlson----------------------------White Sulphur Springs
Dorothy M. Clark_________________________________ Missoula
Howard Anthony Clark________________ Kansas City, Missouri
2Donna Jeanette Clawson_____________________________Libby
“Caren Elaine Comm---------------------Wetaskiwin, Alberta, Canada
2Mary Ruth Shannon Conley_______________________ Missoula
James Patrick Cooney__ _________________ Butte
Judith Lynn Coons______________________________ Great Falk
Kathleen Sue Coppo________________________________ .Billings
John Garth Cox____________________________________ Shelby
Michael Harry Creighton_________________________ Missoula
Cherie W. Cromwell_______________________________ Missoula
Honors
Jennifer Joy Crupper-------------------------------Dayton, Washington
Jo Ann Dall__________________________________ _ poio
8Shirley Mae Day------------------------------------------- ZZZjSissoula
Delores D. Davis---------------------------------------------------- Hamilton
Jeanne Ann Dernback_____________________________ Billings
Martha Anne Devot._______________________________ Missoula
Stephen Warren Dill________________________  Stevensville
Janette Darlene Dilworth________________________ Missoula
Honors
’Robert Michael Doran__________________________ Great Falk
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Baccalaureate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS 
IN EDUCATION—(Continued)
xKaren Duffey_____________
Deborah Anne Eklund___
2Gladys Wilson Elison____
With High Honors
xLois Helene Schultze Ellis 
Pauline Palmer Ellis______
Patrick George Elsberry.— 
xChristine Lynn Erickson__
Mareen Cynthia Erickson... 
Robert Eugene Erickson___
Dawn Marie Espelin______
Patricia Judith Farrow-----
John R. Faughn___________
2Patricla F. Fine__________
With Honors
xBarbara Ann Fisher_______
8Ralph Elling Follinglo__
Leon Paul Frantzick__
2Janice Marie Fuhringer.
With Honors
2Miles D. Garber III____
Kenneth L. Gardner____
Charles William Gay...
Dawn Goldrick Geer___
2Marsha Joan Gerke____
2Carol D. Glaes________
____________ Missoula 
_____________ Billings 
_____________Missoula
_____________Missoula 
_____________Missoula 
______________ Conrad 
_ Pullman, Washington 
__ Tacoma, Washington 
_ .Velva, North Dakota 
__________ Great Falls 
_____________Missoula 
______Fernwood, Idaho 
____________ Kalispell
_____________Missoula 
_____________Missoula
..Poplar 
Dutton
__ Missoula 
_____ Terry 
__ Missoula 
_ .Cut Bank 
Deer Lodge 
__ Missoula
Big Timber
TP7/A Honors
3jTmv Gt ae.s _______________________  .Missoula
xAnn Goldhahn___ ..............   Geraldine
2Mary Brass Granger Lakeside
Honors
xEdna Mae Greene___ _____ Missoula
Linda Ann Gregory Missoula
Sarah Elizabeth Greiner,. Butte
1 Arvid James Grier........... ......
Carot. T.ef. Gupth.t.
________________________ Missoula 
Superior
Nancy Patricia Haire_____ ___________ Minneapolis, Minnesota
xDennis Richard Hale
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Baccalaureate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS
IN EDUCATION—(Continued)
1Lorraine M. Hankins_________________________ Columbia Falls
1Rita Hansen______________________________________ .Missoula
(Also major in Art, With Honors)
3Sharon Kay Opstad Hanson______________ Minot, North Dakota
With Honors
xDonna Durston Hart___________________________ Seeley Lake
1Barbara Denise Hatch_____________________________ Missoula
2Ann Archibald Hayes______________________________ Missoula
Joan Ann Healey_________________________________ .Missoula
Susan Jean Heien--------------------------------------------------------Brady
With Honors
Gail Diane Hikel___________________________________Hysham
’Karen Joyce Hillner_______________________________ Billings
With Honors
’Dawna J. Hoffman_________________________________Superior
Marlene Ann Holden_____________________________ Missoula
With Honors
xThomas Edward Horobik____________________________Missoula
xMildred A. Hubber________________________________ Missoula
Linda Gail Hudak____________________________________ Helena
2Stephen Joseph Hunt______________________ ________ Missoula
1Michael Daun Hutton______________________________ Loring
xRaymond Lee Jacobs_________________________________ Victor
With Honors
*Barbara Jo Johnson_________________________ Swea City, Iowa
Connie Lee Johnson______________________________ Miles City
Janice Nadine Johnson______________________________ Plains
xIma W. Johnston_________________________________ .Whitefish
’Bonnie Kay Jones_________________________________ .Kalispell
With High Honors
2Craig Robert Jorgensen______________ Garden Grove, California
Keith C. Jovanovich______________________ ________ Red Lodge
Nancy Jean Kailey_______________________________Miles City
Margaret Louise Klein__________________________ .Townsend
Charles (Skip) Koprivica______________________________Butte
Gregg A. Kraft__________________________________ Great Falls
Dennis Lee Krupicka______________________ Niobrara, Nebraska
Edward W. Kyler__________________________________ Boulder
’Janice McPherson LaBonty._______________________ Kalispell
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Baccalaureate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS 
IN EDUCATION—(Continued)
Laurie Jo Laird____________________ .__________________ Butte
Honors
2Ellen Renee Lalonde_______________  Sidney
Nancy Jean Landers_____________________________ Deer Lodge
Richard Withington Larcom_______________________ Missoula
Sharon Gay Larson____________________ _____________ Victor
IP7/A Honors
Denise Marie LaTrielle____________ .______________ Missoula
1Sandra J. Lee________________________________ •__________ Troy
Kenneth Harold Leslie, Jr________________________Great Falls
Rita Raye Leslie______ ....._________________________Great Falk
Elizabeth H. Lester___________________________________Butte
Mary Ellen Lewis__________ _____________________ Missoula
TF’i/A Honors
Virginia Rae Lind__________________________________________ Hardin
'Ronald A. Lins___________________________________Great Falls
'Wilma M. Livesey_____________________________________Baker
'’William Lee McChesney___________________________ .Missoula
xRick E. McClure___________________________________ Missoula
Judy McEvoy-------------------------------------------------------- .. Missoula
Nickie Christine McIntire________________ Torrance, California
'Frank M. McMaster__________________________ Columbia Falls
'Janet M. Maddux__________________________________Whitefish
Judith Lynn Maguire_____________________________ Great Falls
Kathleen Lorraine Maher_______________________ Cut Bank
3Frances Dee Mahrt.________________________________ Missoula
Honors
David C. Malouf-----------------------------------------------------Missoula
2Russell Eugene Manlovits_________________________ Missoula
3Marvin Terry Mathews_____________  Eureka
'Richard P. Mattson________________________________ Lakeside
2Catherine F. Meath_______________________________ .Missoula
8Carolyn Marie Mehrens______________________________ Butte
'Richard Allen Menger.---------------------- Washington, New Jersey
Linda L. Mifflin_______________________ __________Qr™ Falk
2Sandra Kathleen Miller____________________________Harlem
Patrick Joseph Mohan________________________________ Butte
'June Rose Molash--------------------------------------------------- Missoula
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Baccalaureate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS
IN EDUCATION—(Continued)
xLinda Darleen Molenda___________________________ Missoula
Elizabeth Lee Moore_______________________________ Glendive
xJudy Mae Morissette_______________________________ Lakeside
With Honors
2George Lee Morrill__ ____________________________Great Falls
xLaura Rosenberg Morris___________________________ Missoula
Andrea Marie Malyevac Mungas______________________ Butte
ll/i/Z) Honors
xDean Eugene Neary, Sr ______________________ Walkerville
1Lilian C. Normann__________________________________Somers
2Michael Patrick O’Brien_______________________________Butte
Kathryn Elizabeth O’Connell__________________ Great Falls
With Honors
1Beulah Bernice Olson______________________________ Somers
3Joayne F. Olson_____________________________________ Helena
3Grace Steed Onstad_______________________________ Missoula
*Carol Lucille Ormson_____________________ .Carlton, Minnesota
Karen Marie Palmer______________________________ Cut Bank
1 Anita Louise Pamenter__________________________ Great Falls
With Honors
3John Edward Paradis________________________________Boulder
Rosemary Dee Paresa______________________________Missoula
xPaul Orville Parks_________________________________Missoula
XM. Jean Patterson____________________________________ Libby
1 Judith Gayle Risk Payne___________________________ Missoula
xLois Elaine Peck______________________________________ Libby
Sharon Marie Peiffer______________________ Omaha, Nebraska
Honors
Ann Marie Austin Petersen_______________________ Missoula
2Thomas John Peterson____________________________ Hamilton
Betty Jo Phelps____________________________________Kalispell
3Donald Howard Phillips___ ________________ .............Missoula
1Robert Wesley Pilots....................................Danvers, Massachusetts
3Kathleen Marie Casto Piquette..........  .....______Missoula
Timothy D. Prater_______________________________ Cut Bank
xJoseph E. Quinn______________________________________Darby
2Carla Marie Raines________________________________Missoula
Maureen Reilly...................................................................Great Falls
Janet Kay Rhein_____________________________________ Helena
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Baccalaureate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS
IN EDUCATION—(Continued)
Rosemary Ann Rice_____________________________ Great Falls
’Eula Mae Rider___________________________________ Missoula
’Rula Hall Ringel_______________________________Seeley Lake
2Susan Cramer Rittenhouse_________________________ Missoula
2John C. Robertson, Jr________________________________ Butte
Nancy Leigh Rogers__________________________ Missoula
Basil E. Salamon__________________________________ Missoula
With Honors
2Pamela Jean Sanders_________   .Missoula
Sandra Lee Satre______________ ____________________Missoula
Janet Newman Saville__________________________........Polson
Sandra Susan Scanlan__________________________ .Great Falls
2Mary A. Schauer__________________________________ Missoula
xClark Phillip_____________________________________________ Billings
’Mary Lou Scott_________________________________ Great Falk
’Lorraine Mallo Sharp__________________________ Hot Springs
Mary Lou Rydell Shoquist.______________________ Great Falk
Gregory A. Sikora--------------------------------------- -.Cicero, Illinois
With Honors
Albert L. Simmert_________________________________ Missoula
With Honors
’Myron LeRoy Sizer________________________________ Glasgow
Sandra Lee Skinner__________________________________ Ronan
Honors
3Donna M. Slater.--------------------------------------------------- Missoula
Honors
Lee Joseph Slemberger_______________________________ Great Falk
Marlaine Diane Smith__________________________ Great Falls
1Randy Leigh Snell___________________________________ Butte
2Marilyn Shegina Solan____________  Anaconda
®Richard W. Sparks____________________________________ Butte
Marsha Jean Spicher_______________________________ Chester
Honors
Lynn Marie Stahlecker_________________________ Great Falls
2Nancy Fleet Stark______________________________ Great Falk
Janice Claire Stensland___________________________ Glasgow
Elizabeth Curtis Sterrett.______________________________ Missoula
’Thelma Jean Stiffarm____________________________ Browning
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Baccalaureate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS 
IN EDUCATION—(Continued)
Charlotte Jean Stockard__________________________ .Missoula
With High Honors
1 James W. Stubbs, Jr_______________________________Great Falls
Ellen Isobel Swift__________________________________ Missoula
With High Honors 
1Thomas H. Swisher________
2Hyrum William Tatton..... .
With High Honors
’Lari Ann Taylor__________
With Honors
Laura Anne Taylor_______
With Honors
Judy Ann Thibodeau_______
Adelle H. Rogers Thompson 
With Honors
3David Ross Thompson______
Mary Kay Thompson_______
Elizabeth Ann Timm______
Leroy James Toews________
’Susan Rae Turner_________
1Evelyn Withey Ugrin______
1Irene Ellen Ulvick________
Terry Lee Utter___________
2Peter Eugene Walther___
With Honors
’Linda Lee Ward___________
With Honors
xDianna Lynn Warner_____
’Darrell Wayne Watkins__
2Evelyn Elizabeth Watson_
’Geraldine Anne Watson__
2Patricia Ann Watters.... ....
Colleen Kay West_____
1Robert James West________
*Corrine Whitcomb_________
’Josephine M. Whitmore____
With Honors
1Gei Lucy Wiggins__________
With Honors
’Dora M. Wilke____________
____________ Missoula 
_________ Moab, Utah
____________ Missoula
____________ Missoula
_____________ Bonner 
____________ Missoula
___________Absarokee 
-Bartlesville, Oklahoma 
______________Polson 
______________ Frazer 
______________Shelby 
____________Kalispell 
___________ Lonepine 
_____________ Eureka 
____________ Missoula
____________ Missoula
........................Kalispell 
....................Raynesford 
.......... Aurora, Colorado 
........................ Missoula 
...........................Helena 
........................ Missoula 
........................Missoula 
........................... .Valier 
........ _________ -Butte
------------------ Missoula
--------- Columbia Falls
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Baccalaureate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS 
IN EDUCATION—(Continued)
Billie Irene Williams------------------------------- --- ---------Missoula
With Honors
Mary Elizabeth Williams------------------------------ -----------Sidney
With Honors
2Robert D. Williams---------------- .---------------------------------Sidney
3Sonja Fjeld Wilson---------- --------------------------------------  Shelby
1Evelyn Winfrey ...___________ _____________ .Wrangell, Alaska
Judie Woodhouse_______________________________ Seeley Lake
Nora Elaine Woomer______________________ :----------- Missoula
William Nelson Woon----------------------------------- ---------- Shelby
Frank D. Wraught______________________________ Great Falls
James Lee Wright____________ .— ----------------- - --------- Sheridan
1Patricia Lynn Zieske-------------------------------------------------Sidney
SCHOOL OF FORESTRY
The candidates will be presented by Arnold W. Bolle, 
Dean of the School of Forestry
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN 
FORESTRY
3Vick J. Applegate____________________________________ .Libby
3Hugh Randolph Avery__________________Wyckoff, New Jersey
David Rex Baker__ ______________.-.-------- Ferguson, Missouri
Honors
Keith Lowell Beartusk__________________________Lame Deer
2David W. J. Bilant..._____________________________ Whitefish
Robert E. Black, Jr________________________________ Missoula
lFi/A Ho»ow
David L. Bohlig__________________________________ Miles City
William D. Caldwell________________________________ Laurel
UZitZ; Honors
John Michael Carey, Jr._____________________________ Butte
Allan Duane Carriere______________Red Lake Falls, Minnesota
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Baccalaureate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN FORESTRY—(Continued)
Marcus McConnell Childress__________ Chevy Chase, Maryland
Allen Lee Christophersen__________________________Bozeman
2Gary Edward Collins_______________________________Missoula
Larry L. Coryell___________________________________Kalispell
2Lewis Dean Culwell_______________________________Missoula
Stanley R. Danielsen________________________________Poplar
David Richard Davis_________________________________ Helena
2Bruce E. DeLong___________________________________Anaconda
3Donald Albert Dockery_____________________________ .Libby
Peter Kendall Eligh-----------------------Edmonton, Alberta, Canada
Richard S. Erickson______________________________________ Missoula
Alan Francis Freeman------------------------- Hampton, Connecticut
■’■Dale Wayne Gardner---------------------------Plainville, Connecticut
Daryl Arthur Genz--------------------------------- Rawlins, Wyoming
Steven Thomas Gibson________________________________ .Troy
George D. Gleim...-------- --------------------------- Memphis, Tennessee
Merry Ann Graver------------------------------------------Anamosa, Iowa
Robert Alexander Graves--------------------------- Manhattan, Kansas
3Thomas Dutton Griffin, Jr--------Queens, Long Island, New York
Martin Edward Haeussler----------------Preston Park, Pennsylvania
3Patrick Thomas Halseth___________________________ Missoula
Larry Wayne Hamilton__ __
William Douglas Harrison... 
Daniel E. Haubenreiser...........
William Montilius
Heitler III________________
Bernard G. Hilde___________
Gregg Thomas Howard______
Eric Montgomery Hummel...... 
Lance Christopher Hummel.... 
Walter Charles Jakubowski . 
Jerry Lee Kidd______________
2Jay Alan Kittams_______
Loren G. Knutson___________
James R. Kranz_____________
William F. Krech___________
Nelson M. Kunitake________
IF'zzZ, Honors
__ Wichita, Kansas
_____ Elyria, Ohio 
.Westmont, Illinois
Delaware Water Gap, Pennsylvania 
-----------------------------------Missoula 
--------------------Anaheim, California 
--------------------- Plano,- Illinois 
---------------------------- Plano, Illinois 
-------------------------Chicago,- Illinois 
--------------------------------Great Falls 
-----------------------------------Missoula
Harlow, North Dakota 
---------------Great Falls 
------------------Missoula
.Holualoa, Hawaii
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Baccalaureate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
IN FORESTRY—(Continued)
Francis Owen LaLiberty------
Michael James Lambert------
8Gary Devere Learn------------
3Garry Robert Leithead-------
Anthony Lloyd Liane---------
Leroy Henry List, Jr-----------
3Darrell Leonard McDaniel 
1Francis Wayne Mangels___
With Honors
Wayne L. Mathews________
3Richard Vincent Miller— 
Larry D. Mitchell--------------
Clay Wendell Moore______
2Bruce Edward Morey---------
3Marvin Glenn Nelson.........
Eugene Harold Norman___
James Patrick O’Leary---------
John David Otava--------------
2Michael William Overbeck..
Jack W. Peters------------------
Larry Roger Potts--------------
Fred J. Reineke____________
Larry David Ryan_________
^ohn Cobby Santo_________
1Todd Schlapfer____________
Jack Armin Schmidt.______
Gordon Schofield_________
............................Great Falls 
......... Bellevue, Washington 
................................Kalispell 
......Calgary, Alberta, Canada 
.......... Owatonna, Minnesota 
........... Kingsville, Maryland 
................................ Missoula 
....................................Polson
________________ Missoula 
______Toledo, Washington 
_________________Billings 
________________ Missoula 
________________ Missoula 
_________________ Rollins 
...Rapid City, South Dakota 
______________ Great Falls 
______ Mt. Iron, Minnesota 
_____Falls Church, Virginia 
_________________ Bridger 
____ Trinity, North Dakota 
________________ Missoula 
_______ Enterprise, Kansas 
_____ North Olmsted, Ohio 
_________ Atlanta, Georgia 
___________________Butte 
________ Medford, Oregon
With High Honors
3Dietrich Alex Schwecke_________________________ .Great Falls
George Richard Scott______
Douglas Ray Sommer_______
Ronald Harry Stellingwerf 
Ralph Merle Stout.________
1Ronald David Taskey_______
..Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
__.Wheelersburg, Ohio 
_____________ Billings 
Smoaks, South Carolina 
_____________ Clinton
Curtis L. Tesmer_______ _______ ______Chicago, Illinois
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Baccalaureate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
IN FORESTRY—(Continued)
Joseph Bernard Thebes._____________________________ Missoula
(Also major in Wildlife Biology)
Leon Joseph Theroux_______________JPenacook, New Hampshire
Craig Elmo Thomas____________________________ Cutler, Illinois
John Raymond Thompson_________________________ Townsend
Terry Glenn Thorpe________________________________ Billings
With High Honors
Bart Trucano-------------- ---- ------------------- Spearfish, South Dakota
xDon David VAhl-------------------------------------------------Grass Range
Thomas Theodore Vanorio____________Pound Ridge, New York
Robert Ivan Wheel An, Jr-----------------Markham, Ontario, Canada
Donald D. Whyde------------------------------------------------Drummond
2Walter S. Wilkins----------------------------- Goldston, North Carolina
Jon H. Zimmerman_________________________________ Glendive
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN 
RESOURCE CONSERVATION
Jack A. Middleton---------------------------------------------------- Missoula
Shelley Kay Preston_______________________________ Missoula
8Merton Taylor Richards_________________________Stevensville
With Honors
SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM
The candidates will be presented by Warren J. Brier, 
Dean of the School of Journalism
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS IN 
JOURNALISM
2Nedra Anne Bayne_____________________ Spokane, Washington
With High Honors (also major in Political Science, With High Honors) 
Margaret Ellen Caruso_____________________________ Forsyth
Barbara Rachel Ehrlich_______________________________ Butte
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Baccalaureate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS
IN JOURNALISM—(Continued)
Frank J. A. Greco, Jr____________________ Spokane, Washington
With Honors
1Troy J. Holter____________________________________ .—Helena
Vickie R. Ostrom__________________________________ Missoula
Ronald D. Rogers----------------------------------------------------Kalispell
Susan Elizabeth Van Koten—East Helena 
Connie Revell Vaska---------------------------------------------------Terry
With High Honors
Mary Louise Weinstock.________________________ East Helena
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS IN 
RADIO-TELEVISION
2Vern Lee Argo____________________________________ Missoula
Kenneth Douglas Ashton----------------- Helena
3Bryan Douglas Meyers_____________________________ Billings
Laurence Jay Nash___________________________________ Butte
(Also major in Business Administration)
Deborah Jane Ryan_______________________________ Missoula
SCHOOL OF PHARMACY
The candidates will be presented by Robert L. Van Horne, 
Dean of the School of Pharmacy
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
IN PHARMACY
Roger Ernest Ackerly_____________________________ Missoula
2Gbne Allen Anderson_____________________________ Missoula
Richard Russell Anderson___________________________ Libby
2Sister Isidaria Gallardo Avaricio___________________ Missoula
Kenneth Roger Bailey_______________________________ Laurel
James Allen Baker________________________________ Missoula
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Baccalaureate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN PHARMACY—(Continued)
Judy Blakeslee_____________________________________ Missoula
John Robert Compton________________________________ Havre
Marie Lena Cummings______________________________ Geraldine
With High Honors
Alan Kayle Drain________________________________ Columbus
James Farrington_____________________________________ Valier
With Honors
Elizabeth Irene Grmoljez_____________________________ Butte
With Honors
Lonnell Hettich___________________________________ Missoula
Robert Milton Johnson______________________________ Dutton
Robert J. Kelley_____________________________________ Helena
Thomas R. Kirk, Jr.__________________________________ Billings
Greg Wayne Phillips__________________________________ Libby
James Kenneth Schwartzenberger_____________________ Butte
Reginald L. Scott------------------------------------------------------Missoula
Dan Lee Severson------------------------------------------------- Plentywood
David Leroy Shaw--------------------------------------- Modesto, California
Robert D. Skaggs----------------------------------------------------- —Broadus
Donald Leonard Sorensen________________________ Big Sandy
Daniel Walter Stahley_____________________________ Bridger
JP7/A Honors
Mary Jane Staples___________________________________ Forsyth
Delwin Dale Stern_________________________________ Missoula
Jim Crea Stevick_______________________________________Laurel
Loren A. Toldness____________________________________ .Havre
Peter Donald Wolfgram-------------------------- Somerset, Wisconsin
Cheryl Ann Wulf.____________________________________ Terry
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Advanced Professional Degrees
SCHOOL OF LAW
The candidates will be presented by Robert E. Sullivan, 
Dean of the School of Law
THE DEGREE OF JURIS DOCTOR
John P. Atkins____________________________________ Missoula
B.S., University of Maine, Orono, 1963
B.S., University of Washington, Seattle, 1968
Roger A. Barber_____________________________________Denton
B.A., in Journ., University of Montana, 1967
B.S., University of Idaho, Moscow, 1968
Ronald A. Bender____________________________________ .Butte
With Honors
A. B., Carroll College, Helena, Montana, 1968
Alexander Blewett III— ----------------------------------- Great Falls
B. S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1967
Edwin Jerald Brooke-------------------------------------------------- Pony
A. B., Carroll College, Helena, Montana, 1968
Lonnie James Dale________________________________ Choteau
B. A., University of Montana, 1968
Joseph Walter Duffy------------------------------------------------- Butte
A. B., Carroll College, Helena, Montana, 1963
Harold Van Dye______________________________-—Cut Bank
With Honors
B. S. in B. Ad., University of Montana, 1968
Steven M. Elliot__________________________________ .Billings
B.A., University of Arizona, Tucson, 1968
Robert L. Fletcher___ ___________________________ Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1968
Robert G. Franks__________________ ._______________ Alberton
Honors
B.A., University of Montana, 1967
Robert P. Goff____________________________________ Glasgow
High Honors
B.A., Dartmouth College, Hanover, New Hampshire, 1961
Norman Holm Grosfield____________________________ Lincoln
B.S., Com., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1968
sKeith David Haker....______________________________ Stanford
B.S. in Gen. Studies, Montana State University, Bozeman, 1965
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Advanced Professional Degrees
THE DEGREE OF JURIS DOCTOR—(Continued) 
Gregory L. Hanson_________________________________ Missoula
With Honors 
B.S. in B. Ad., University of Montana, 1968
Charles Edward Laws______________________________ Missoula
A. B., Morehead State College, Kentucky, 1965
Richard John Llewellyn___________________________ Missoula
With Honors
B. A., Washington State University, Pullman, 1961
Ronald Bourke MacDonald________________________ Missoula
A. B., Gonzaga University, Spokane, Washington, 1968
Michael J. McKeon______ ,_________________________Anaconda
B. A., University of Notre Dame, Indiana, 1968
Ronald Louis Martin__________ ____________________ Missoula
B.S. in B. Ad., University of Montana, 1964
Michael J. Milodragovich__________________________ .Missoula
B.S in B. Ad., University of Montana, 1968
Leonard W. Moen__________________________________ Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1964
Jack Kenneth Morton_______________________________.Conrad
B.S. in B. Ad., University of Montana, 1968
Sandra R. Muckelston___________________________ Lewistown
B.A., Rocky Mountain College, Billings, Montana, 1961
John L. Pratt______________________________________ Roundup
B.A., University of Montana, 1967
Wilfried L. Royer_________________________________ Missoula
B.S. in Gen. Studies, Montana State University, Bozeman, 1965
Robert James Sewell, Jr__________________________ Deer Lodge
A. B., Carroll College, Helena, Montana, 1968
Richard A. Simonton______________________________ Glendive
B. S., North Dakota State College, Fargo, 1966
3Kenneth Dean Tolliver________________________________ Lolo
B.A., University of Washington, Seattle, 1967
Nick Steven Verwolf_____________________________ Manhattan
B.S. in Comm., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1968
Leslie Stirling Waite III______________________________ .Butte
B.A., University of Montana, 1968
James D. Walen____________ .__________________________ Troy
B.S. in B. Ad., University of Montana, 1967
Gary Eugene Wilcox_______________________________ Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1968
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Graduate Degrees
The candidates will be presented by John M. Stewart, 
Dean of the Graduate School
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
James E. Abbott._________________________________ Great Falls
B.A., Lake Forest College, Illinois, 1963
Robert S. Baldassano___________________________ Great Falls
B.A.B., New York University, New York, I960
Stephen Alan Brower______________________ ____ —Great Falls
B.A., Texas A & M University, College Station, 1968
Jan Patrick Camera______________________________ Great Falls
B.S., University of Dayton, Ohio, 1965
Rolland Clarence Collins_______ ._____ ________ Great Falls
A. B., Colgate University, Hamilton, New York, 1966
Peter James Davidson______________________ St. Anthony, Idaho
B. B.A., Idaho State University, Pocatello, 1968
Richard C. Ennes________________________________ Great Falls
B.5., Oregon State University, Corvallis, 1962
Joel S. Gill_________________Minot Air Force Base, North Dakota
B.S., United States Naval Academy, Annapolis, Maryland, 1958
1Michael L. Grimes______ __________ __ _______________ Helena
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1968
xJohn Ivan Hansen______________________________ Deer Lodge
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1962
Andrew Paul Hartman, Jr._____________Fort Lauderdale, Florida
B.S., University of Florida, Gainesville, 1968
Curtis Jack Hesler________________________________ Missoula
B-S. in B. Ad., University of Montana, 1967
3Beverly Leo Higginbotham______________Kenmore, New York
B.S., Carnegie Institute of Technology, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 1966
John C. Ingram__________________________________Great Falls
B.S., Anderson College, Indiana, 1962
3John Andrew Justice VII_________________________Great Falls
B.S., The University of Tennessee, Knoxville, 1964
James K. Katen____________________________Fresno, California
B.S., University of San Francisco, California, 1966
Frederick Hamilton Leich________________________ Great Falls
B.S., Rutgers University, New Brunswick, New Jersey, 1962
Douglas R. Loomer________________________________ .Glasgow
B.A., University of Montana, 1965
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Graduate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF BUSINESS 
ADMINISTRATION— ( Continued ) 
’Willard J. Michels______________________________ Plentywood
B.S. in Ag. Bus., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1968
Gerald P. Morgan_________________________________ Missoula
B.S. in B. Ad., University of Montana, 1961
Gene Paul Neely_____________________ Emlenton, Pennsylvania
B.S.F., University of Montana, 1965
’Jordan Obertier__________________________________ Great Falls
B.A., University of Maryland, College Park, 1964
Daniel Joseph O’Connor____________________Zanesville, Ohio
B.A., Miami University, Oxford, Ohio, 1961
1Gary D. Ouderkirk______________________________Eagle, Idaho
B.B.A., Idaho State University, Pocatello, 1969
Alan Cameron Schlukbier______________ San Diego, California
A. B., The University of Nebraska, Lincoln, 1961
Warren Bellamy Schull____________________ Springfield, Ohio
B. S., United States Military Academy, West Point, New York, 1961
3Mack N. Simpson_____________________________________ Dillon
B.S. in B. Ad., University of Montana, 1969
Bruce Paul Slater______________________________ Sandy, Utah
B.S., Utah State University, Logan, 1966
Joseph Edward Stevens___________________________ Great Falls
B.S., Ball State Teachers College, Muncie, Indiana, 1962
James Wendel Wilson___________________________ Great Falls
B.S., A & M College of Texas, College Station, 1958
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF EDUCATION
1Raymond Phillip Adamson__________________________Missoula
B.A. in Ed., University of Montana, 1968
Vivian Allgaier___________________________________ Missoula
B.A., The State College of Washington, Pullman, 1946
3Wtlliam. James Anderson______________________________Libby
B.A. in Ed., Eastern Washington College of Education, Cheney, 1954
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Graduate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF EDUCATION—(Continued)
1 Alfred T. Arbnsmeyer_____________ _______________ Anaconda
B.A. in Ed., University of Montana, 1964
1Rodney E. Bates__________________________________ Missoula
B.A. in Ed., University of Montana, 1963
1Ronald James Bender___________________ ____ _____ Missoula
B.S., Eastern Montana College, Billings, 1962
2Katherine Benjamin_________________________________ .Butte
B.A. in Ed., Eastern Washington College of Education, Cheney, 1947
Leonard A. Benjamin_____ ___________________ .____...Missoula
B.S., Western Montana College, Dillon, 1966
xLarry Carl Biere_____________ 1_______________________ Darby
B.A. in Ed., University of Montana, 1964
3John G. Bishop_______________________________________ Butte
B.A. in Ed., University of Montana, 1958
xGordon D. Braaten____ ._________________________ Great Falls
B.S., State Teachers College, Minot, North Dakota, 1963
2Barbara Lee Brown________________________________ Missoula
B.S., University of Idaho, Moscow, 1957
Richard S. Butler_______ _____________Shelter Island, New York
B.S., State Teachers College, East Stroudsburg, Pennsylvania, 1956
1William C. Campbell------------------------ Dickinson, North Dakota
B.S., State Teachers College, Minot, North Dakota, 1958
xCharles Edward Casselman, Jr.___________________Stevensville
B.A., Drake University, Des Moines, Iowa, 1954
xBobby K. Coldwell__ __ _____________________________ .Troy
B.S., Northern Montana College, Havre, 1962
B.A. in Ed., University of Montana, 1953
B.S., Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois, 1954
Geneva L. Corbett_______________________________ St Ignatius
B.S., Western Montana College, Dillon, 1967
1 Virgil James Cork_________________________________ Missoula
B.S., Northern Montana College, Havre, 1963
1J Ames W. Denny_______________ ____________________ Missoula
B.S. in El. Ed., Eastern Montana College of Education, Billings, 1961
3Thomas Patrick Doohan______________ i____________Missoula
B.A. in Ed., University of Montana, 1958
3Florie Cardinale Eliot__________________Santa Rosa, California
A.B., San Jose State College, California, 1952
xKENNETH H. ENGELLANT__________________________________ Gpraiding
A.B., Carroll College, Helena, Montana, 1962
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Graduate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF EDUCATION—(Continued)
David R. Erickson__________________________________ Missoula
B.S., Eastern Montana College, Billings, 7967
’Howard O. Fenton________________________________ Great Falls
B.A., Central Washington State College, Ellensburg, 1964
‘Neil Cecil Gannon__________ Fort Saskatchewan, Alberta, Canada
B.S., B.A., University of Alberta, Edmonton, Canada, 1966, 1968
’Walter N. Graf____________________________________Missoula
B.S. in Sec. Ed., Eastern Montana College of Education, Billings, 1964
‘Sadie Julia Krekula Gray__________________________ Missoula
B.A. in Ed., University of Montana, 1957
’Harold E. Gray____________________________________ Browning
B.A. in Ed., University of Montana, 1964
’Veronica A. Groomes____________________________Philipsburg
B.S. in El. Ed., Western Montana College of Education, Dillon, 1965
Lois Mae Harris___________________________________ Glendive
B.A. in Ed., University of Montana, 1967
‘James H. Haugen_____________________________________ Ronan
B.S., State Teachers College, Minot, North Dakota, 1959
‘K. Steven Heydon_____________________________Madras, Oregon
B.S., Northern Montana College, Havre, 1964
‘Glenn D. Hoffman________________________________ Missoula
B.S., Abilene Christian College, Texas, 1959
‘Donna LaForge Jeszenka__________________________ Missoula
B.A. in B. Ad., University of Montana, 1950
‘Merry Weed Johansen-----------------------Walker Valley, New York
B.S., Russell Sage College, Troy, New York, 1963
‘J. Burton Johnson------------------------------- Westminster, California
B.S., Western Montana College of Education, Dillon, 1954
’Max Maurice Johnson_______________________________Ravalli
B.A. in Ed., University of Montana, 1959
‘John Francis Joseph_______________________ _______ Missoula
B.A. in Ed., University of Montana, 1967
Karam S. Kaloti------------------ Spring Valley, Saskatchewan, Canada
B.A., L.L.B., M.A., Panjab University, Chandigarh, India, 1966, 1968, 
1970
‘Surinder Kumar Kapoor____________ —Medley, Alberta, Canada
B.A., B.E., University of Delhi, India, 1956, I960
B.A.E., University of Alberta, Edmonton, Canada, 1964
M.A., University of Panjab, India, 1958
’Margaret Kelly____________________________________ Missoula
B.S., University of Montana, 1959
Mary Ellen Kirchmeier__________________ r_________ Missoula
J3./4. in Ed., University of Montana, 1966
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Graduate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF EDUCATION—(Continued)
Jennie A. Lackey______________________ Apple Valley, California
B.A., University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, 1947
1Robert Franklin Lawson_ _____ __________________ Missoula
B.A. in Ed., University of Montana, 1967
xJohn Harold Lee_____________________________________ Butte
B.S. in Sec. Ed., Western Montana College, Dillon, 1958
Sharilyn Sue Livingston___________________________Missoula
B.A. in Ed., University of Montana, 1966
1Abraham Loewen_____________________ Calgary, Alberta, Canada
B.E., University of Alberta, Calgary, Canada, 1962
Craig Rosslyn McCollor__________________ ___ Lubbock, Texas
B.S., University of Montana, 1969
2Janet Margaret Malone___________________________ Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1967
xElinor Gay N. Metcalf_________________ .Custer, South Dakota
B.S. Ed., University of Georgia, Athens, I960
Marshall Reid Miller________________________Moscow, Idaho
A. B., Colorado State College, Greeley, 1963
Richard Eldon Molenda_ ________________________ _Missoula
B. A. in Ed., University of Montana, 1966
Gene Arthur Nett_______________ .._________________ Dixon
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1961
Mary Jo Oliver_____________________________ Wichita, Kansas
A. B., Concord College, Athens, West Virginia, 1948
Jeffrey Stephen Openden__ _________Panorama City, California
B. S. in B. Ad., University of Montana, 1968
xMary Jo Oreskovich______________________________ Anaconda
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1966
xEmily Carol Patch__________________________________ .Poplar
B.A. E., Seattle University, Washington, 1962
2Kenneth M. Roberts_________________________ —Stevensville
B.A. in Ed., University of Montana, 1968
^William A. Roberts_____________________ Beach, North Dakota
B.S., State Teachers College, Dickinson, North Dakota, 1950
1Larrae Eugene Rocheleau_______________________ Stevensville
B.A., University of Montana, 1966
xAmir Chand Sancher_____________________ Moga, Punjab, India
B.S. in Ed., Black Hills Teachers College, Spearfish, South Dakota, 1965
1George Lathom Scott__________________________ ____Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1951
^Walter Nicholas Scott______________________________ Plains
B.S. in Ed., Western Montana College, Dillon, 1961
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Graduate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF EDUCATION—(Continued)
1 Angus James Smith_________________ Vermilion, Alberta, Canada
B.E., University of Alberta, Edmonton, Canada, 1950
xDiana Chapman Smith_______________________ Lakewood, Ohio
B.S. in Ed., The Ohio State University, Columbus, 1966
1Mary Eileen Snow_______________________ .Baltimore, Maryland
B.S., Hampton Institute Virginia, 1951
1Robert N. Southern__________________________Palisades, Idaho
B.S. in El. Ed., Eastern Montana College, Billings, 1959
1Edward William Spragg___________________________Great Falls
B.S., College of Great Balls, Montana, 1962
Joseph Michael Super_____________________________ Kalispell
B.A., College of Great Balls, Montana, 1958
xJames C. Taylor, Jr._________________________________Missoula
B.S. in B. Ad., University of Montana, I960
1E. Orvil Thompson____________________________ _____ Superior
B.S. Sec. Ed., Western Montana College of Education, Dillon, 1963
^Thomas A. Thompson_____________________________Heart Butte
BS., Northern Montana College, Havre, 1965
1Bonita Joyce Tilton___ __ ________________________Great Falls
B.S., College of Great Balls, Montana, 1967
Wivian H. Toepfer__________________________________ Missoula
B.A. in Ed., University of Montana, 1963
1Robert Henry Trauman___________________________Miles City
B.A., University of Montana, 1961
jBen w. Tyvand_______________________________ .Wallace, Idaho
B.A. in Ed., University of Montana, 1948
1LouiS W. VACURA________________________________________________ Plains
B.S.B.A., University of Denver, Colorado, 1957
Bruce C. Vasko______________________________________ .Power
B.S. in Ed., Kent State University, Ohio, 1963
xThomas J. Warwick_______________________________ Hingham
B.S., Northern Montana College, Havre, I960
1 Ronald Wesley
Williams--------------—Rocky Mountain House, Alberta, Canada
B.E., University of Alberta, Edmonton, Canada, 1962
Oelores I. Willits Havre
B.A. in B. Ad., University of Montana, 1964
1Ronald L. Wirtz__________________________________ Kalispell
B.S., Rocky Mountain College, Billings, Montana, 1964
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Graduate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF FINE ARTS
ART
1John Albert Armstrong_____________________________ Laurel
B.S., Eastern Montana College, Billings, 1965
Nik Carpenter_____________________ _________________Ryegate
B.F.A., The School of the Art Institute of Chicago, Illinois, 1969
1Chanson Aiono Ching —-.________________ 1____ Maui, Hawaii
A. B., University of California, Berkeley, 1968
Charles Franklin Evans_____________ ___________Parma, Idaho
B. A., The College of Idaho, Caldwell, 1965
Theodore Joseph Jones__________________ .Nashville, Tennessee
B.A., Xavier University, New Orleans, Louisiana, 1962
M.A., Michigan State University, East Lansing, 1963
1Nancy Carr McNamara________________ .Stanford, Connecticut
B.F.A., Temple University, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1968
2BenJamin Claire Sams_____________________________ Missoula
B.F.A., University of Montana, 1967
CREATIVE WRITING
8Roger Dunsmore_______ ___________________________ Missoula
B.S., M.A., Pennsylvania State University, University Park, I960,1963
Arnold Robert Lipkind_____________________Honolulu, Hawaii
B.A., M.A., University of Hawaii, Honolulu, 1964,1966
Vincent P. Swann___________________________ St. Mary, Illinois
B.A., M.A., Marquette University, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, 1966, 1967
DRAMA
Robert A. Cocetti_________________________
B.A., Adams State College, Alamosa, Colorado, 1963
JMissouIa
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Graduate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF FORESTRY
2Gardner Walton Ferry__________________ Yonkers, New York
B.S.P., University of Montana, 1965
2Donald Robert Kendall________________ Monticello, New York
B.S.P., University of Montana, 1966
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF MUSIC
PERFORMANCE
1Shad E. Bailey___________________________Northfield, Minnesota
B.M., University of Montana, 1968
1Pearl McGinnis Erny_______________________________ Missoula
B.M., University of Montana, 1969
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF MUSIC EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY MUSIC ADMINISTRATION
AND SUPERVISION
Dorothy Showalter Dolack_____________________ Great Falls
B.M., Grinnell College, Iowa, 1939
SECONDARY SCHOOL CONDUCTING 
AND ADMINISTRATION
8Albert Ross Brewer___________ __ :_____ ___________ Missoula
B.M., University of Montana, 1968
Laurence Leo Gooley.________________ ....Spokane, Washington
B.E., A.B., Gonzaga University, Spokane, Washington, 1954, 1959
1Adam R. Gratz________________ ._____ Dickinson, North Dakota
B.S., Dickinson State Teachers College, North Daokta, 1952
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Graduate Degrees
SECONDARY SCHOOL CONDUCTING
AND ADMINISTRATION—(Continued)
1 Royal L. Paus_______________________________________Conrad
B.A., Concordia College, Moorhead, Minnesota, 1962
Richard Thomas Sapp_________________________________Havre
B.S., Northern Montana College, Havre, 1967
1James Miller Tibbs___________________________ Fairfax, Virginia
B.S., Minot State Teachers College, North Dakota, 1949
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF URBAN STUDIES
2Robert E. Kircher______________________________ Dallas, Texas
B.A., North Texas State University, Denton, 1968
Joseph Michael Monahan____________________________ Butte
B.A., University of Montana, 1969
2Deborah Jo Roseboom_____ ________________________ Missoula
B.A., Idaho State University, Pocatello, 1968
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Graduate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE
FOR TEACHERS OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
Esther Walker Church______________ Los Alamos, New Mexico
B.A., Waynesburg College, Pennsylvania, 1942
1Harlin Lee Dormann________ ;______________ Dalton, Nebraska
B.S. in Ed., Nebraska State Teachers College, Chadron, 1963
1Ronald W. Hoff___________________________________ Missoula
B.S. in Ed., State Teachers College, Valley City, North Dakota, 1963
1Gerald Hoffstrom_____________________ Rosemount, Minnesota
B.S., University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, 1965
Lister William Julie Hurley____________ Hudson, Massachusetts
A. B., Emmanuel College, Boston, Massachusetts, 1965
2Gary A. Laursen______________________Toppenish, Washington
B. A. in Ed., Western Washington College of Education, Bellingham, 1965
1Otis Glen McCain________________________Lafayette, California
B.A., San Francisco State College, California, 1962
xDonald J. McNeil_______________________ Red Cloud, Nebraska
B.S., General Beadle State College, Madison, South Dakota, 1964
xWilliam Edward Noice, Jr________________West Richfield, Ohio
B.S., Bethany College, West Virginia, 1965
XC. H. Pfab__________________________________St. Louis, Missouri
B.S., Spring Hill College, Mobile, Alabama, 1963
xDavid N. Prall__________________________ Yuba City, California
A. B., Chico State College, California, 1964
Catherine A. Sheets______ _______________ .Park Forest, Illinois
B. S., Eastern Illinois University, Charleston, 1947
xRobert Lee Smith_____________________________Lakewood, Ohio
B.S. in Ag., B.S. in Ed., Ohio State University, Columbus, 1965
xJay Stanley Summer.—____________________________Livingston
B.S., Eastern Montana College, Billings, 1966
Kit Charles Walther___________ .__________________ .Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1966
1Cecil Yarmoloy------------------------------------Banff, Alberta, Canada
B.E., University of Alberta, Edmonton, Canada, 1955
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Graduate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE FOR 
TEACHERS OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION
1James Roy Casey_________________________________ Lewistown
B.S., University of Montana, 1967
2Thomas Lawrence Keller______ ____________ Heber City, Utah
B.S., Weber State College, Ogden, Utah, 1969
2Kenneth Lee Soper_____________________ Dove Creek, Colorado
B.S., Oklahoma A & M College, Stillwater, 1959
1Dennis J. Williams.---------------- --------------------------- - ------ .Power
B.S., University of Montana, 1966
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS FOR
TEACHERS OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
xThomas Michael Dzwinel_______________ Spokane, Washington
B.A., Carroll College, Helena, Montana, 1962
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS
FOR TEACHERS OF MATHEMATICS
xHarold Richard Ambrose__________ Gamano Island, Washington
B.S., University of Idaho, Moscow, 1966
XGORDON Bahen____________________________ Upland, California
B.A., Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah, 1964
xLeila Rich Dumas______________________________ Austin, Texas
B.A., Mary Hardin-Baylor College, Belton, Texas, 1963
1 Albert Ray FAJT____________________________ Pueblo, Colorado
B.S., Southern Colorado State College, Pueblo, 1966
1 Allan Wayne Jensen____________________ Campbell, Minnesota
B.A., Concordia College, Moorhead, Minnesota, 1966
xSevert LeRoy Kvamme_______________________ Arvada, Colorado
B.A., Concordia College, Moorhead, Minnesota, 1961
xRita Dayl Livingston______________________ Casper, Wyoming
A. B., Colorado State College, Greeley, I960
1J Ames E. Lundstrom.____________________Mandan, North Dakota
B. S., Moorhead State College, Minnesota, 1958
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Graduate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS FOR 
TEACHERS OF MATHEMATICS—(Continued) 
1Gerald J. McCarthy________________________Waseca, Minnesota
B.A., Saint Mary’s College, Winona, Minnesota, 1958
1Michael Adams Nisen______________________ Wilmette, Illinois
B.A., DePauu) University, Greencastle, Indiana, 1963
1Ryan Walter Overbeek__________________ Kalamazoo, Michigan
B.A., Kalamazoo College, Michigan, 1965
1George D. Skerritt_________________________________ Glendive
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1961
2Robert David Solomon____________________ Altaville, California
B.S., University of California, Berkeley, 1962
'Gary Leon Webber____________________________________ Plains
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1965
Eldred Archie White_____________________ Lancaster, California
B.A., M.A., Los Angeles State College, California, 1959,1965
'Dennis M. Wilde______________________________ .Nampa, Idaho
A.B., Northwest Nazarene College, Nampa, Idaho, 1966
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
'Willie Mae Bacon------------------------------------ Natchez, Mississippi
B.S., Alcorn A & M College, Lorman, Mississippi, 1964
2JACOB Gregory BANYAI ..._________________________________Missoula
B.S., Dickinson State Teachers College, North Dakota, 1957 
M.E., University of Montana, I960
'Madeleine S. Doran---------------------------------- Fort Meyers, Florida
B.S., Valdosta State College, Georgia, 1965
1Richard Duane Enochson________________________ Great Falls
B.S., University of Utah, Salt Lake City, 1966
2Jerry G. Ferguson..— ------------------------------------------ Great Falls
B.S. in B. Ad., University of Montana, 1965
'Gerald Leon Fogel------------------------------------- Cudahy, Wisconsin
B.S. in Ed., Northern Illinois University, Dekalb, 1958
'Edyth Welborn Henderson--------------------Edmonds, Washington
B.A., University of Washington, Seattle, 1967
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Graduate Degrees
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION— (Continued)
1Priscilla K. McGill____________________.------------------- Missoula
B.S. in B. Ad., University of Montana, 1962
^ruce Cleon Moyer__________________________Heppner, Oregon
B.S., Eastern Oregon College, La Grande, 1966
xTony Jack Pappas__________________________________ Billings
B.S.B.A., University of Denver, Colorado, 1963
Glenn Arthur Pearson______________ _______________Missoula
B.S., Mayville State College, North Dakota, 1957
Marshall Prchal___________________________________Billings
B.S., University of South Dakota, Vermillion, 1964
xKuldip Singh Riar__________________ Edmonton, Alberta, Canada
B.E., University of Alberta, Edmonton, Canada, 1962
CHEMISTRY
2Howard Brooks Drummond________________________ JMissoula
B.A., University of Washington, Seattle, 1967
xPaul Edwin Pike______________________ ________ Dumont, Iowa
B.A., St. Cloud State College, Minnesota, 1968
3Joseph Torres Rivera_______________________________Missoula
B.S., University of Southern California, Los Angeles, 1968
FORESTRY
1 Aylmer D. Blakely_____________________________ .___ Missoula
B.S.F., University of Montana, I960
8J. David Brunner___________________________________Missoula
B.S.F., University of Montana, 1965
William Elwood Chord, Jr.__________________________Missoula
B.S.F., University of Montana, 1968
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Graduate Degrees
FORESTRY— (Continued)
3Bernard L. Kovalchik_______________________________Missoula
B.S.F., University of Montana, 1967
2Rodney A. Norum__________________________________ Missoula
B.S., The University of Tennessee, Knoxville, 1962
Joseph Parker Sullivan----------------------- Sand Springs, Oklahoma
B.S., Iowa State University, Ames, 1967
GEOLOGY
Richard Lee Chambers---------------------------------Pomona, California
B.A., University of Montana, 1970
3Roger Thad Egan-------------------------- Old Greenwich, Connecticut
A. B., Middlebury College, Vermont, 1968
Alek T. Feucht---------------------------------------- Mayville, Wisconsin
B. S., University of Wisconsin, Madison, 1965
3Dennis John LaPoint------------------------------------- Ottumwa, Iowa
B.A., The University of Iowa, Iowa City, 1968
3William B. Nowell_________________________________ Missoula
B.S., Missouri Valley College, Marshall, 1966
3Mark W. Presley__________________________________ Missoula
B.A., Franklin and Marshall College, Lancaster, Pennsylvania, 1968
8ROBERT C. WlNEGAR______________________________________ Missonis
B.S., University of Missouri, Kansas City, 1968
MICROBIOLOGY
1Edward Joseph Burroughs-----------------Edmonton, Alberta, Canada
B.A., University of Montana, 1966
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
1Robert L. Docktor----------------------------Jamestown, North Dakota
B.S. in Ed., Northern State College, Aberdeen, South Dakota, 1969
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Graduate Degrees
RESOURCE CONSERVATION
C. L. Marcum_______________________________________ Missoula
B.A. in Ed., University of Montana, 1966
Stephen Carl Shaffer______________________________Missoula
B.A., Bowling Green State University, Ohio, 1968
WILDLIFE BIOLOGY
2Dennis L. Flath___________________ ________________ -Missoula
B.S., Pacific Lutheran University, Tacoma, Washington, 1968
1Robert Lee Newell___________________________Post Falls, Idaho
B.S. in Wld. Biol., University of Montana, 1968
WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT
1Ralph A. Warner______________________
B.S.E., The University of Georgia, Athens, 1957
.Missoula
ZOOLOGY
Jeffrey Howard Black________
B.S., Oregon State University, 1965
Canyon City, Oregon
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS
ANTHROPOLOGY
xDale E. Fredlund___________________________________ Missoula
B.S., Gustavus Adolphus College, St. Peter, Minnesota, 1957
3James Harold Hall____________________ Daytona Beach, Florida
A.B., St. Augustine College, Raleigh, North Carolina, 1950
ART
2J. Milton Beens___________________________________ Missoula
B.A., Weber College, Ogden, Utah, 1965
sThomas Leonard Brown___________________________ Billings
B.S. in Sec. Ed., Eastern Montana College of Education, Billings, 1969
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Graduate Degrees
ART— ( Continued)
2J. Darrell Johnson_________________________________ Missoula
B.S., Eastern Montana College of Education, Billings, 1967
3Gertrude Mary Roscovius_________________ Seattle, Washington
B.A., Seattle College, Washington, 1938
DRAMA
Margaret Friedl Johnson___________________________Missoula
B.A., Macalester College, St. Paul, Minnesota, 1959
ECONOMICS
2Ernest Mantz Hutchinson_________________________Whitefish
B.A., University of Montana, 1968
EDUCATION
1Marion S. Gebhart__________________________________ Florence
B.A. in Ed., University of Montana, 1956
Emma Marie Joki Gebo____________________________Red Lodge
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1966
B.A., Arizona State College, Tempe, I960
Quentin Richard Schwartz________________________ Missoula
B.A., B.D., Drew University, Madison, New Jersey, 1953,1958
ENGLISH
’Edward P. Canty_______________________________________ Butte
B.A. in Ed., University of Montana, 1962
1Carole Ann Granger______________________________ Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1965
Peggy June Haugen________________________________ Missoula
A. B., Smith College, Northampton, Massachusetts, 1968
’John W. Kearns__________________________________ Miles City
B. A., University of Montana, 1962
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Graduate Degrees
ENGLISH— (Continued)
Tim A. Pilgrim______________________________________ Missoula
B.S., Western Montana College, Dillon, 1969
William Keith Robertson__________ ___________ Miami, Florida
B.A., Florida Atlantic University, Boca Raton, 1968
FRENCH
1Margaret Bennett Gough___________________________ Helena
B.A., University of Montana, 1968
xNajaria Hurst Gray________________________Portsmouth, Ohio
A. B., Oberlin College, Ohio, 1967
GERMAN
Elizabeth Beryl Strain____________________ Kent, Washington
B. A., University of Washington, Seattle, 1965
GUIDANCE AND COUNSELING
3Fredrick Owen Barrett___________________________ Lewistown
B.A. in Ed., University of Montana, 1961
3Robert Franklin Bryant.;_____________________________ Ronan
B.A., University of Montana, 1969
William Carroll Carter____________________ .Thompson Falls
B.A. in Ed., University of Montana, 1967
Charlotte Ann Conner__________________________ Great Falls
B.A. in Ed., University of Montana, 1968
Sonja Rae Eggen__________________________________ Absarokee
B.A., University of Montana, 1968
David P. Hanson_____________________________________ Shelby
B.A. in Ed., University of Montana, 1969
3Ruth A. Highness____________________________ .........._.Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1966
3James Dale Kelly_________________ Wetaskiwin, Alberta, Canada
B.A., Seattle University, Washington, 1965
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Graduate Degrees
GUIDANCE AND COUNSELING—(Continued)
1Richard Dennis Kerstein________________________ Four Buttes
B.A. in Ed., University of Montana, 1968
8George E. Martin__________________________________ Anaconda
B.A., University of Montana, 1969
2Donald J. Mullen_________________________________ Missoula
A. B., Carroll College, Helena, Montana, 1959
3Charles T. Nyquest._______________________________Missoula
B. A., University of Montana, 1958
2Claude B. Putnam_________________________________ Missoula
B.S., Eastern Montana College of Education, Billings, 1965
1Rosella Jane Redwolf________________________________ Wyola
B.S., Eastern Montana College of Education, Billings, 1963
Constance R. Forsman Skiftun___________________ Great Falls
B.A., University of Montana, 1969
1David A. Snyder____________________________________Antelope
B.S. in Ed., State Teachers College, Ellendale, North Dakota, 1967
‘James Robert Wemple_____________________________ Missoula
B.A. in Ed., University of Montana, 1966
1 James David Whooley.____________________________ Great Falls
B.S., College of St. Thomas, St. Paul, Minnesota, 1956
HISTORY
David Jan Austin___________________________________ Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1969
William C. Eamon____________________________ Medicine Lake
B.A., University of Montana, 1968
George M. Gratzer__________________________________Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1963
JOURNALISM
William E. Larson_______________________________ Great Falls
B.A., University of Montana, 1969
Barbara Jane Mittal_______ .__________________________ Belt
B.A. in Journ., University of Montana, 1963
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Graduate Degrees
MATHEMATICS
3James H. Gow______________________________________ Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1969
2Richard D. Kruse------------------------------------Interior, South Dakota
B.S., Augustana College, Sioux Palls, South Dakota, 1965
2Martin J. McFadden, Jr--------------------------- Carmichael, California
B.S., University of California, Davis, 1969
Richard A. Reid_ ___________________ ._______________ Missoula
B.S., College of Great Palls, Montana, 1969
8Sam Hillard Sperry, Jr______________________________ Missoula
B.S., University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, 1963
M.A.T. Math., University of Montana, 1968
xAnne Vanderburg_____ ..._________ _____Concord, North Carolina
B.A., The Woman’s College of the University of North Carolina 
Greensboro, 1964
PHILOSOPHY
xJames W. Allard, Jr._________________________
B.A., University of Montana, 1969
Lincoln, Nebraska
PHYSICS
Robert Charles Weinstock_________________________
B.A., University of Montana, 1969
Missoula
POLITICAL SCIENCE
2Barbara Ann Beyring__________________________ Cincinnati, Ohio
B.A., North Texas State University, Denton, 1966
2Russell Leigh Doty, Jr.____________________________Great Falk
B.A., Washington State University, Pullman, 1965
]ack. A. Quilico---------------------------------------------- ----------- Billings
B.S. in El. Ed., Eastern Montana College, Billings, 1953
2Bruce F. Thompson___________________________ Wallace, Idaho
B.A., University of Montana, 1969
2Marsha Joan Wohl________________________________ Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1969
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Graduate Degrees
PSYCHOLOGY
2Michael Lee Brown______________________________ Great Falls
B.A., College of Great Falls, Montana, 1965
3Thomas D. Dukich________________________Pengilly, Minnesota
B.A., University of Minnesota, Duluth, 1967
1 James Fillmore Farnes_____________________________ .Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1968
1Richard E. Fuhrer_______________________________ Great Falls
B.A., College of Great Falls, Montana, 1966
Joyce M Gale______________________________________ Missoula
B.A., Idaho State University, Pocatello, 1950
M.A. in Guid. and Coun., University of Montana, 1969
Charles H. Koski__________________________________ Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1960
3Byron A. McBride__________________________________ Missoula
B.A., University of Colorado, Boulder, I960
3Mark Herbert Mozer_____________________________Great Falls
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1967
’Richard S. O’Grady_________________________________Missoula
B.A., University of Southern California, Los Angeles, 1964
3Terry Anne Preston__________________ Santa Monica, California
B.A., Bryn Mawr College, Pennsylvania, 1964
James Merritt Shulman___ _ __________ Pittsfield, Massachusetts
A. B., Cornell University, Ithaca, New York, 1967
3Stephen Ted Tibbitts____________________________ Moab, Utah
B. S., University of Utah, Salt Lake City, 1969
3Signe H. Weedman_______ ._____________________ ........Missoula
B.A., Seattle Pacific College, Washington, 1969
Richard Alan Wright._____________________________ Missoula
B.S., University of Utah, Salt Lake City, 1968
SOCIOLOGY
’Caroline Colton Francis__________________________ Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1969
William Randall Meeks__________ ___ Calgary, Alberta, Canada
B.A., University of Montana, 1964
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Graduate Degrees
SPANISH
3James R. Ashton_____________________________________ Harlem
B.A., University of Montana, 1969
Rosalinda Studer Butler_____________Shelter Island, New York
A. B., College of Notre Dame of Maryland, Baltimore, 1965
’Almaira Guadalupe Cadby____ ._____________________ Helena
BA., University of Montana, 1957
Ruben LAzaro Cedeno______________________________Missoula
B. A., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1969
Larry Leo Kurka____________________________________ Billings
B.S., Eastern Montana College, Billings, 1967
Katherine Huber Softich_________________________ Anaconda
B.A., University of Montana, 1968
1 Alfred F. TamAyo.___________ ________ Dickinson, North Dakota
B.S., Dickinson State Teachers College, North Dakota, 1951
Dean V. VAUPEL__________________________ :_________Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1969
SPEECH COMMUNICATION
’Kent Harding Bulloch__________ J___ Los Alamos, New Mexico
B.A., Southern Colorado State College, Pueblo, 1966
1 Joseph F. Connors_________________________________ Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1965
1Leonard M. French________________________________ Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1963
2Timothy Gus Hegstrom_ ._____ __________ .Campbell, California
B.A., Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah, 1970
’Leon Allen Karjola__________ ;________ Longview, Washington
B.A., Central Washington State College, Ellensburg, 1969
’Arnold John Malone______________ Edmonton, Alberta, Canada
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1966
SPEECH PATHOLOGY AND AUDIOLOGY
2Bonnie Kositzky Brown____________________________ Billings
B.A., University of Montana, 1964
Caroline Roberts Conklin______________________ Great Falls
A.B., Radcliffe College, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1957
Linda Diane Kobitisch___________________________ St. Ignatius
BA., University of Montana, 1969
’Sharon Lucille Whitehouse_______________________ Missoula
A.B., University of Kentucky, Lexington, 1954
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Graduate Degrees
ZOOLOGY
Conrad Colby_____________________________________ .Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1962
Richard Marshall Moy____________________________ Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1966
xDavid Stafford Potter_________________.Leicester, Massachusetts
B.S., Union College, Schenectady, New York, 1968
THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF EDUCATION
EDUCATION
Vincent Dean Barry__________________________________Butte
B.A., University of Montana, 1957
M.S. in Ed., Western Montana College, Villon, 1967
1Shelby Odelle Bewley_____________________________ Missoula
B.A., University of Texas, Austin, 1950
M.E., University of Montana, 1961
2JoAnne M. Brenholt______________________ Chetek, Wisconsin
B.A., Wisconsin State University, Eau Claire, 1966
M.S. in B. Ad., University of Montana, 1968
Don R. Doyle_______________________ Pine Ridge, South Dakota
B.S., M.S., Northern State Teachers College, Aberdeen, South Dakota, 
1961,1965
Robert Milton Horne_________<___________ St. Cloud, Minnesota
B.S., State Teachers College, Valley City, North Dakota, 1959 
M.A., University of North Dakota, Grand Forks, 1964
Alfred Francis McLean______________ .Calgary, Alberta, Canada
B.P.E., B.E., University of Alberta, Edmonton, Canada, I960,1965 
M.A. in Ed., University of Montana, 1969
1Mohinder Paul Mehta__________________ Ferozepore City, India
Equivalent of B.A. degree, Panjab University, India, I960, 1963 
M.A.T. Engl., University of Montana, 1968
Robert Henry Niederkorn_____________ Rivers Falls, Wisconsin
B.A., B.S., University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, 1956, 1959 
M.S.T. El. Ed., Wisconsin State University, River Palls, 1966
2Robert Cantwell Roberts__________________________ Missoula
B.S., M.S., Western Montana College of Education, Dillon, 1957, 1962
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Graduate Degrees
EDUCATION— (Continued)
2Richard Brian Staples_________________ Devon, Alberta, Canada
B.E.P.E., M.A.P.E., University of Alberta, Edmonton, Canada, 1957,1967
Gregory Paul Stefanich____________________ .Tower, Minnesota
B.S., University of Minnesota, Duluth, 1965
M.A., University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, 1968
Orvis J. Stenson_________________________________ Great Falls
B.A., Concordia College, Moorhead, Minnesota, 1951
M.S. in Ed., Western Montana College of Education, Dillon, 1959
Frederick A. Weldon____________ ___________________ Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1958
M.E., Washington State University, Pullman, 1967
MUSIC EDUCATION
2John Dayton Lind_________________________ Beaverton, Oregon
B.M., M.M., University of Montana, 1956, I960
THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
CHEMISTRY
2David B. Clayton___________________________________Billings
B.A., Linfield College, McMinville, Oregon, 1965
3Charles Michael Fischer__________________ Buffalo, New York
B.S., St. Bonaventure University, New York, 1962
M.S., Canisius College, Buffalo, New York, 1967
2 Willi AM David Kray________________ San Bernardino, California
B.S., California State Polytechnic College, San Louis Obispo, 1963
M.S., Oregon State University, Corvallis, 1966
1Gary David McGinnis______________________________ .Missoula
B.S., Pacific Lutheran University, Tacoma, Washington, 1962 
M.S., University of Washington, Seattle, 1968
FORESTRY
Miklos Gratzer------------------------------------------Storrs, Connecticut
B.S.P., Sopron University, Hungary, 1959
M.S. in For Cons., University of Montana, 1965
2Alan Jubenville___________________________________Missoula
B.S., The North Carolina State College, Raleigh, 1962
M.S., West Virginia University, Morgantown, 1964
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Graduate Degrees
FORESTRY— (Continued)
David P. Lowery____________________________________Missoula
BS., Universit yof Akron, Ohio, 1947
B.S., Michigan State College, East Lansing, 1949
M.F., Duke University, Durham, North Carolina, 1950
2Charles W. Philpot________________________________Missoula
B.S., MS., University of California, Berkeley, 1961,1963
Brian William Sindelar__________________________ Ballantine
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1966
MS., University of Idaho, Moscow, 1968
GEOLOGY
Ray Hubert Breuninger_____________________ Macomb, Illinois
B.S., Beloit College, Wisconsin, 1962
Robert F. Ehinger___________________________ Athens, Alabama
BS., MS. in Geol., University of Alabama, University, 1963,1964
MICROBIOLOGY
Sidney K. Kasuga___________________________________ Missoula
B.A., Lewis and Clark College, Portland, Oregon, 1963
MS., University of Montana, 1967
PSYCHOLOGY
3Allen Ray Branum_______________________________ Miles City
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1966
M.A., University of Montana, 1968
’Richard Lee Greene-------------------------------- Santa Ana, California
B.A., California State College at Fullerton, 1967
M.A., University of Montana, 1969
Michael M. Nash_________________ ._________________Missoula
B.S., Montana State College, Bozeman, 1963
M.A., University of California, Riverside, 1965
J.D., University of Montana, 1967
2Larry W. Talkington__________________________ Austin, Texas
B.A., M.A. in Ed., Whitworth College, Spokane, Washington, 1961
2Annie Marie Bullard Wells______________ Grove Hill, Alabama
B.S., Alabama Agricultural and Mechanical College, Normal, I960
M.A., University of Montana, 1968
ZOOLOGY
Russell Joseph Centanni_____________________ Cleveland, Ohio
BS., MS., John Carroll University, University Heights, Ohio, 1964,1966
CANDIDATES FOR COMMISSIONS
COMMISSIONS, SECOND LIEUTENANTS
UNITED STATES ARMY
John S. Angwin
Distinguished Military Graduate 
4Victor J. Applegate
Distinguished Military Graduate 
1Robert N. Atchison 
2Richard C. Baisch
Distinguished Military Graduate 
Steven C. Barkley
Michael F. Bell
Barbara A. Breazeal
Commissioned in Womens Army Corps 
Gary L. Brook 
2Rollin D. Brown
Allen A. Christophersen
Distinguished Military Graduate 
3James M. Clawson 
David G. Conklin 
4Daniel J. Crowley 
John B. Dudis 
3Marvin H. Eicholtz 
2Patrick G. Elsberry 
4Robert A. Fenton 
4Neal A. Ferguson
Charles L. Hornstein
3Stephen J. Hunt
2Bruce A. Jenkins 
John C. Jens
Distinguished Military Graduate 
3Gary L. Johnston
Distinguished Military Graduate 
Kenneth N. Knudson
Distinguished Military Graduate
Craig J. Kopet 
Anthony L Liane
Distinguished Military Graduate 
Bradley R. Lichtenheld 
James Markle
1Commission granted as of July 15,1970 
’Commission granted as of August 14,1970 
’Commission granted as of December 18, 1970 
*Commission granted as of March 19, 1971
CANDIDATES FOR COMMISSIONS
COMMISSIONS, SECOND LIEUTENANTS 
UNITED STATES ARMY—(Continued)
4Melvyn P. Mellem
Distinguished Military Graduate 
Gary A. Morrison
Distinguished Military Graduate 
Robert M. Nottingham 
Steven L. Ogilvie
Distinguished Military Graduate 
George L. Onstad 
3Michael W. Overbeck 
Gary L. Pickel
Distinguished Military Graduate
Timothy D. Prater
1Patrick L. Prindle
Jeffrey T. Renz
Distinguished Military Graduate 
Richard C. Rooley 
4Philip V. Scarpino
Distinguished Military Graduate 
3James E. Sedgwick
Distinguished Military Graduate 
3John M. Seeberger 
Klaus D. Sitte
Ralph M. Stout
William G. Stricklin
Distinguished Military Graduate 
Craig E. Thomas 
2William W. Veazy
Distinguished Military Graduate 
Raymond Velez 
3William L. Vogel
Distinguished Military Graduate 
Richard A. Wright
Distinguished Military Graduate
CANDIDATES FOR COMMISSIONS
COMMISSIONS, SECOND LIEUTENANTS
UNITED STATES AIR FORCE
xWlLLIAM L. BERLAND
John C. Dibbern
Leon P. Frantzick
Peter G. Graf 
Distinguished APROTC Graduate
Frank J. A. Greco, Jr.
2Steven L. Henderson
Thomas E. Jell ar
2Joseph E. Keller
Dennis L. Kirchner 
Distinguished APROTC Graduate 
Leonard J. Labrie
Stephen S. Lerum
1Craig R. McCollor
Roger L. Nielson
Martin G. Palagi 
Michael E. Shaw 
Distinguished APROTC Graduate 
1Dewitt M. Sherwood 
Stephen D. Watt
’Commission granted as of December 22,1970
’Commission granted as of March 23, 1971
AWARDS AND PRIZES
Aber Memorial Awards (Speech)
Jeanine E. Jenkins, Big Sandy, Montana 
Michael D. Higgins, Black Eagle, Montana 
Jody M. Vredenburg, Fortine, Montana
Federal Government Accounting Association Award 
(Business Administration)
Clayton L. Schenck, Shelby, Montana
Alpha Delta Kappa Award (Education)
Marjorie Ann Sager, Pablo, Montana
Alpha Delta Kappa Kathryn Jones Award (Education) 
Jo Ann Redfern, Butte, Montana
Alpha Lambda Delta Award
Barbara Jean Brandel, Great Falls, Montana
Alumni Association Three-Year Scholarships
Cindy M. Bardwell, Lewistown, Montana 
Mary Lou Jenkins, Billings, Montana 
Dan M. Mungas, Philipsburg, Montana 
Wayne F. Sletten, Hungry Horse, Montana
The American Foundation for Pharmaceutical Education 
Scholarships
Blaine A. Krebs, Bozeman, Montana
Patricia A. Foley, Helena, Montana
Dennis E. Staples, Gildford, Montana
American Home Economics Association Award (College 
Chapter)
Mary Jeanne Doyle, Shelby, Montana
The American Law Book Company Awards
Gregory J. Skakles, Anaconda, Montana 
Ronald L. Martin, Tampico, Montana
AWARDS AND PRIZES
American Trial Lawyers Association Award
Sandra R. Muckelston, Lewistown, Montana
The Walter R. Ames Memorial Award (Education)
Frank Sovka, Coaldale, Alberta, Canada
Emmett C. Angland Memorial Award (Law) 
Richard J. Llewellyn, Trentwood, Washington 
Nick S. Verwolf, Manhattan, Montana
APhA Certificate of Recognition (Pharmacy)
Elizabeth I. Grmoljez, Butte, Montana
Art Scholarships
Glenn H. Carter, Missoula, Montana 
Patrick O. Clemans, Polson, Montana 
Lawrence E. Eick, Sterling, Kansas 
Clement G. Hull, Helena, Montana 
Frank W. Kalanick, Great Falls, Montana 
Bruce E. Lee, Missoula, Montana 
Richard F. Osswald, Chaddsford, Pennsylvania 
Mary J. Sappenfield, Missoula, Montana
Bancroft-Whitney Award (Law)
Ronald B. MacDonald, Missoula, Montana 
Nick S. Verwolf, Manhattan, Montana
Bear Creek Mining Company Grants (Geology) 
Joseph J. Beall, Kansas City, Missouri 
John T. Cheney, Westport, Connecticut 
Jesse K. Douglas, Washington, D.C.
Ralph Kuhns, Mt. Vernon, Washington
Billings Advertising and Sales Association Award 
(Journalism)
Diane M. Tipton, Helena, Montana
John Boe Award (Business Administration)
Mary Ellen Larson, Missoula, Montana
AWARDS AND PRIZES
W. F. Book Award (Psychology)
Thomas P. Phelps, Missoula, Montana
Bristol Award (Pharmacy)
Daniel W. Stahley, Bridger, Montana
Roger Buckhahn Memorial Award (Forestry)
Richard D. Koelzer, Great Falls, Montana
Olaf J. Bue Memorial Award (Journalism)
Jack M. Tanner, Corvallis, Montana
Jane Buttrey Memorial Scholarships in Humanities and 
Social Sciences
James D. Keyser, Ronan, Montana
Christine Y. McMonigle, Anaconda, Montana 
Malcolm R. Parks, Gardiner, Montana 
Leslie A. Pirtle, Billings, Montana
Cable Television ETV Award
Margaret M. McGauley, St. Louis, Missouri
Chapter H, P.E.O. Scholarship
Eugenie Ann Whitaker, Vaughn, Montana
Chemistry Alumni-Faculty Award
Stephen M Potts, Staten Island, New York
Edward Chinske Memorial Award (Golf)
Charles A. Koprivica, Butte, Montana
Sidney J. Coffee Scholarships (Pharmacy)
Betty L. Moeller, Steuben, Wisconsin
Shannon M. Ness, Billings, Montana
Daniel J. Yates, Missoula, Montana
AWARDS AND PRIZES
Conrad National Bank of Kalispell Scholarship 
(Business Administration)
Robert M. Turner, Great Falls, Montana
Edward A. Cremer III Environmental Law Award 
James D. Moore, Helena, Montana
John Crowder Memorial Scholarship (Music) 
Michael Coonrod, Moscow, Idaho 
Clarence C. Biehl, Garneill, Montana
John W. Dargavel Scholarship (Pharmacy) 
Janet L. Carl, Big Timber, Montana
Davis Brothers Scholarship (Pharmacy)
Joseph F. Vicars, Roundup, Montana
Debate and Oratory Award (Speech Communication) 
Michael D. Higgins, Black Eagle, Montana
Delta Delta Delta Local Scholarship
Sally Marjorie Stephens, Paradise, Montana
The Dragstedt Award (Basketball) 
Don A. Wetzel, Washington, D.C.
Donald R. Durgin Memorial Award (Journalism) 
Michael R. Lamb, Hinsdale, Illinois
John Eaheart Memorial Award (Basketball) 
Michael C. Vernon, Oakland, California
Society of Exploration Geophysicists (Geology) 
Thomas R. Williams, Toledo, Ohio
The Fergus-Romunstad Scholarship (Music) 
Katherine A. Honaker, Billings, Montana
AWARDS AND PRIZES
Forestry Alumni Memorial Award
Michael J. Lymgholm, Davenport, Iowa
Outstanding Forestry Senior (Forestry)
Ronald H. Stellingwerf, Billings, Montana
Forestry Loan Fund Scholarships
George J. Hirschenberger, Chicago, Illinois 
Allen J. Kyles, Lena, Illinois 
John A. Lillehaug, Lead, South Dakota 
Gary L. Thompson, Whitefish, Montana
Fox Scholarships 1971-72
Norman F. Anderson, Great Falls, Montana 
Deborah J. Archer, Bozeman, Montana 
Diana M. Beckstrom, Helena, Montana 
Steven A. Bennyhoff, Missoula, Montana 
Patricia A. Bourne, Great Falls, Montana 
Glenda J. Clay, Shelby, Montana 
Kathy D. Danzer, Helena, Montana 
Thomas M. Fitzpatrick, Anaconda, Montana 
Merrilee L. Hall, Laurel, Montana 
Marcia Herrin, Helena, Montana 
Kathrine L. Knight, Great Falls, Montana 
Leon K. Lenz, Brady, Montana 
Paul J. Lindley, Missoula, Montana 
Dennis R. Lopach, Great Falls, Montana 
Jo Ann McDonald, Billings, Montana 
Elaine H. Madsen, Glendive, Montana 
Pennie J. Morton, Missoula, Montana 
Miriam I. Perry, Cascade, Montana 
John W. Phillips, Whitefish, Montana 
Colleen M. Russell, Butte, Montana 
Alan J. Schuyler, Roberts, Montana 
Michael E. Shannon, Butte, Montana 
Dana K. Smith, Great Falls, Montana 
Jeanetta Smith, Laurel, Montana 
Harry J. Takenaka, Livingston, Montana 
Deborah WAGNER, Hungry Horse, Montana 
Kenny M. Wersland, Sidney, Montana
AWARDS AND PRIZES
The Dale and Robert Frank Scholarship (Music) 
Gerald D. King, Missoula, Montana
Hugh D. Galusha, Jr. Memorial Award
(Business Administration)
Philip L. Wright, Jr., Missoula, Montana
Hugh D. Galusha, Sr.—Hal P. Higgins Scholarships 
(Business Administration)
Lynette C. Bird, Volberg, Montana
Roy D. Wright, Missoula, Montana
James W. Gebhart Awards (Science Education) 
Margaret S. Zieg, Missoula, Montana
(Conservation)
Timothy Robert Seastedt, Omaha, Nebraska
Geology Faculty Award
Rodney D. Shepherd, Chester, Montana
Sumner Gerard Scholarship
Christine R. Coburn, Twin Bridges, Montana
Great Falls Newspaper Guild Award
John M. Paxson, Missoula, Montana
The Grizzly Award
Lonzo Lewis, Jr., Rockford, Illinois
Haskins and Sells Foundation, Inc., Scholarship 
(Business Administration)
Richard P. Spall, Great Falls, Montana
Helen Herbig Award (Music)
Gerhard J. Wolter, Englewood, Colorado
AWARDS AND PRIZES
The Rosslene A. and Donald M. Hetler Memorial Award 
(Chemistry)
Russell C. Jones, Billings, Montana
Home Economics Faculty Awards
Andreen L Hubble, Missoula, Montana
Gail K. Pavek, Sidney, Montana
Virginia K. Tice, Missoula, Montana
The Herbert Inch Scholarship (Music)
Colleen M. Russell, Butte, Montana
Home Economists in Homemaking Award
Lois C. Robinson, Bigfork, Montana
The Intermountain Lumber Company Scholarship 
(Business Administration)
Marcus J. Jochim, Inverness, Montana
International Academy of Trial Lawyers
Ronald B. MacDonald, Missoula, Montana
Art Jette Memorial Award (Journalism)
Harold R. Mathew, Missoula, Montana
Johnson & Johnson Mortar & Pestle Award (Pharmacy) 
James G. Farrington, Valier, Montana
Josie Award (Speech Pathology and Audiology)
Carol M. Pulver, Missoula, Montana
Kappa Alpha Theta Award in Speech Pathology and 
Audiology
Deborah M. Thomas, Butte, Montana
Kappa Omicron Phi Award (Home Economics) 
Kathleen L. Crump, St. Ignatius, Montana
AWARDS AND PRIZES
Kappa Omicron Phi Scholarship (Home Economics)
Ruth A. Smeltzer, Lewistown, Montana
Kappa Psi Scholarship Honors Certificate (Pharmacy)
Daniel J. Yates, Missoula, Montana
Joseph F. Vicars, Roundup, Montana
Shannon M. Ness, Billings, Montana
Daniel W. Stahley, Bridger, Montana
Donald L. Sorensen, Big Sandy, Montana
Kappa Psi Senior Award (Pharmacy)
Thomas R Kirk, Billings, Montana
William G. Kohner Memorial Forestry Award
Anthony L. LiAne, Owatonna, Minnesota
School of Law Certificate of Excellence
Robert P. Goff, Glasgow, Montana
Ronald A. Bender, Butte, Montana
Robert G. Franks, Alberton, Montana
Gregory L. Hanson, Missoula, Montana 
Richard J. Llewellyn, Trentwood, Washington 
Harold Van Dye, Cut Bank, Montana
Lee Newspapers of Montana Award (Journalism)
Christine B. Torgrimson, Missoula, Montana
The N. J. Lennes Mathematics Scholarships 
Roger F. Harbin, Ronan, Montana 
STUART A. MCKeen, Whitefish, Montana
Library Staff Association Award
Joy Annette Grier, Missoula, Montana
Lilly Achievement Award (Pharmacy)
Marie L. Cummings, Ennis, Montana
Melvin and Myrtle Lord Award (Journalism)
Ronnene A. Anderson, Missoula, Montana
AWARDS AND PRIZES
The Merck Award
Peter D. Wolfgram, St. Paul, Minnesota
Rod McCall Memorial Award (Baseball)
Tom M Bertelsen, Columbia Falls, Montana
Marathon Oil Company Scholarships (Geology) 
Roger L. Jacobson, Hamilton, Montana 
J. Stewart Monroe, Chico, California
The George W. Martin Scholarship (Law)
Steve F. Bell, Moscow, Idaho
Lt. General Frank W. Milburn Memorial Award
Kirby M. Fetzer, Missoula, Montana
Justin Miller Prize (Law)
Harold Van Dye, Cut Bank, Montana 
Rex B. Stratton III, Billings, Montana
Minneapolis Tribune Award (Journalism)
Heidi M. Gasser, Sand Springs, Montana
Missoula Association of Big "I” Insurance Agents Scholarship 
(Business Administration)
Lester L. Jensen, Ismay, Montana
Missoula County Extension Homemaker Club Council 
Scholarship
Lennae R. Madsen, Missoula, Montana
Missoula Hellgate Lodge B.P.O.E. Scholarships
Eileen Ella Fuller, Whitefish, Montana 
Pamela Sue Gore, Hobson, Montana 
Rick Terry Steele, Paradise, Montana
The Missoula Mercantile Scholarship (Business 
Administration )
Paul S. Singer, Jr., Billings, Montana
AWARDS AND PRIZES
Missoula Real Estate Board Scholarship (Business 
Administration)
Nicholas C. Jacques, Helena, Montana
Montana Bankers Association Award (Business 
Administration )
Dennis L. Swanson, Great Falls, Montana
Montana Bankers Association 25 Year Club Award
Harvey J. West, Great Falls, Montana
The Montana Congress of Parents and Teachers Award 
Georgia Lynn Remmel, Missoula, Montana
Montana Education Association Award (Missoula County 
Rural Teachers Unit)
Linda Kay Taylor, Missoula, Montana
Montana Education Association Awards (Missoula 
Elementary Unit)
Andrea L. Merrill, Missoula, Montana
Terry Lynn Boyer, Missoula, Montana
John V. Henry, Missoula, Montana
Montana Home Economics Association Scholarship 
(Home Economics)
Shelly L. Smith, Great Falls, Montana
Montana Journalism Faculty Award
Sally L. Johnson, Eureka, Montana
Henry C. Bird, Dublin, Ireland
Shirley L. Hodgson, Helena, Montana
The Montana Power Company Scholarship (Business 
Administration )
Anna M. Cade, Lavina, Montana
AWARDS AND PRIZES
Montana Press Association Dean Stone Award (Journalism)
Cynthia S. Burke, Laurel, Montana
Mary Ann Johnson, Eureka, Montana
Woodeene L. Koenig, Missoula, Montana
Stephen D. Shirley, Eureka, Montana
The Montana Society of Certified Public Accountants Award
Karen Burton, Florence, Montana
Edward W. Harold, Butte, Montana
Montana Stockgrowers Association Award (Journalism)
Marcia A. Eidel, Manchester Rd., Great Falls, Montana
Guy Mooney Award (Journalism)
Christine R. Coburn, Twin Bridges, Montana
Mortar Board Honors
Cindy M. Bardwell, Lewistown, Montana
Margaret T. Boylan, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Cynthia S. Burke, Laurel, Montana
Rose A. Corey, Choteau, Montana
Donna M. Habets, Conrad, Montana
Jennifer A. Tully, Roundup, Montana
Linda L. Winchell, Missoula, Montana
Myrick-Hansen Award (Forestry)
Steven D. Tesch, Golden Valley, Minnesota
NBEA Professional Award in Business Education
Billie I. Williams, Missoula, Montana
The 1904 Class Prize (History)
Barbara L. Otava, Missoula, Montana
Osco Drug Extern Scholarship (Pharmacy) 
Ronald A Williams, Yakima, Washington
Phi Chi Theta Awards (Business Administration)
Janet L. Staples, Gildford, Montana
Mary M. Wamsley, Sidney, Montana
AWARDS AND PRIZES
Phi Delta Phi Award (Law)
Robert P. Goff, Glasgow, Montana
Phi Delta Phi Scholarship (Law)
John B. Dudis, Helena, Montana
Phi Eta Sigma Scholastic Honors
Richard A. Prodgers, Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania
Phi Kappa Phi Scholarship Awards 
Ronald V. Logs, St. Regis, Montana 
Thomas J. Mozer, Great Falls, Montana
Phi Sigma Scholarship Awards (Biological Sciences) 
Barbara Jean Brandel, Great Falls, Montana 
David V. Clark, Stockbridge, Massachusetts
Pi Delta Phi French Honorary
Jeri Schaeffer Guthrie, Missoula, Montana
Pi Sigma Alpha (Political Science)
Thomas M. Sribner, Ascutney, Vermont
The Plum Creek Lumber Company Scholarship 
(Business Administration)
James C. Dahlen, Cut Bank, Montana
Prentice-Hall Tax Award (Law)
Robert P. Goff, Glasgow, Montana
Presser Foundation Scholarships (Music)
Jean E. Merce, Louisville, Kentucky 
Gail E. Vaughan, Missoula, Montana
Professional Achievement in Physical Therapy 
Nila Lee Hirning, Missoula, Montana 
Gene Michael Morris, Anaconda, Montana
AWARDS AND PRIZES
Quesenberry Memorial Award (Forestry)
Michael B. Bishop, Billings, Montana
Montana Real Estate Board (Business Administration)
James L. Smereck, Barton, Ohio
Wade Reichel Memorial Scholarships
Robin L. Brown, Billings, Montana
Mary Ann Johnson, Eureka, Montana
Rexall Trophy (Pharmacy)
Elizabeth I. Grmoljez, Butte, Montana
Rocky Mountain Lumber Company Scholarship
(Business Administration)
Charles S. Johnson, Charlo, Montana
O. R. Rubie Foundation (Charitable Arm of Bancorporation 
of Montana) Scholarship (Business Administration)
Susan M. Winston, Glasgow, Montana
Joseph Warren Severy Award
Phillip C. Tourangeau, Missoula, Montana
The Sigma Xi Prize (Science)
Thomas R. Williams, Toledo, Ohio
DeLoss Smith Memorial Scholarship (Music)
Adrienne J. Dussault, Missoula, Montana
Florence Smith Award (Music)
Dennis N. Hall, East Ely, Nevada
Carl J. Snyder Scholarship
Michael E. Mantsch, Long Beach, California
Dean Thomas C. Spaulding Memorial Award (Forestry) 
Craig E. Thomas, Cutler, Illinois
AWARDS AND PRIZES
Speech Communication Faculty Awards
Warren Ellis Pease, Missoula, Montana
Teel Memorial Scholarship (Music)
Lynda Kay Reynolds, Missoula, Montana
Theta Sigma Phi Citation (Journalism)
Susan VanKoten Bangs, East Helena, Montana
Silas R. Thompson, Jr., Memorial Scholarship (Forestry)
Alphonse J. Murphy, Brownsville, California
Union Bank and Trust Company Estate Planning Award 
(Law)
Robert P. Goff, Glasgow, Montana
U. S. Air Force ROTC Grants
Thomas J. Collins, Lolo, Montana 
Eugene G. Culp, Billings, Montana
William R. Darling, Hammonton, New Jersey 
Kirby M. Fetzer, Missoula, Montana 
Kenneth R. Hanson, Missoula, Montana 
Douglas D. Jones, Chamberlain, South Dakota 
Michael L. Knaff, Sidney, Montana 
Richard A. Lau, Rochester, New York 
Dennis R. Leighton, Ronan, Montana 
Ted A. Morris, Jr., Punta Gorda, Florida 
Bradford C. Neal, Jackass Flats, Nevada 
Rodney E. Nelson, Missoula, Montana 
Stephen L. Phelps, Helena, Montana 
Douglas S. Roberts, Missoula, Montana 
Dan W. Robertson, Ronan, Montana 
Donald M. Russell, Missoula, Montana 
Larry G. Schuster, Billings, Montana 
Lawrence R. Shore, Missoula, Montana 
Glen R. Smith, Sandusky, Ohio 
Rodney E. Windell, Austin, Texas
AWARDS AND PRIZES
U. S. Army ROTC Scholarships
Glen A. Henderson, Columbus, Montana 
Richard W. Miller, Helena, Montana 
Edward J. Sutler, Jr., River Forest, Illinois 
Andrew G. Grande, Missoula, Montana
Wall Street Journal Award (Business Administration)
Jeri Ann Good, Missoula, Montana
Wall Street Journal Award (Law)
Steve F. Bell, Moscow, Idaho
Charles W. Waters Memorial Award (Botany)
David V. Clark, Stockbridge, Massachusetts 
Thomas B. Kinraide, Worcester, Massachusetts
Gordon S. and Anna D. Watkins Scholarships
Anne Christine Rusoff, Missoula, Montana
Richard Patrick Spall, Great Falls, Montana
Luke Wright Memorial Award (Journalism)
Roberta M. Nelson, Great Falls, Montana
THE custom of wearing academic gowns, caps, and hoods dates back to about the twelfth cen­tury. In France, where the degree system probably 
had its inception, the wearing of the cap and gown 
marked the formal admission of the licentate to the 
body of masters. During this period the dress 
of the friars and nuns became fixed, and, since the 
scholars were usually clerics, their robes differed 
little from those worn by other church orders. Grad­
ually special forms were set aside for the university 
bodies, and in modified style are the costumes worn 
today. Since academic custom in this matter had be­
come somewhat confused, in 1895 a commission 
representative of the leading colleges met and pre­
pared a code which has been adopted by over seven 
hundred institutions in the United States and Canada. 
A committee of the American Council on Education 
revised the code in 1932.
Doctors wear the round, bell sleeve; the gown is 
faced down the front and barred on the sleeves with 
black velvet or velvet of color indicating the degree; 
the doctor’s hood is large. Masters wear the long, 
closed sleeve, with a slit near the upper part of the 
arm; the master’s hood is of more moderate size. 
Bachelors wear the long, pointed sleeve. Hoods are 
lined with the colors of the institution granting the 
degree and are trimmed with velvet of the color dis­
tinctive of the major subject—for example, arts and 
letters, white; theology, scarlet; law, purple; philos­
ophy, dark blue; science, golden yellow; fine arts, 
brown; medicine, green; music, pink; commerce, 
drab; physical education, sage green; engineering, 
orange; pharmacy, olive green; forestry, russet; library, 
science, lemon; education, light blue; humanities, 
crimson; economics, copper; agriculture, maize; den­
tistry, lilac; oratory, silver gray; public health, sal­
mon pink; veterinary science, gray. The Oxford or 
mortarboard cap, worn for each degree, is of black 
cloth with black tassel, except that the doctor's cap 
may be of velvet with tassel of gold. Unless local cus­
tom decrees otherwise, tassels are worn over the left 
temple.
